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_ABSTRACT 

/ , 

A. M: Klein's work--journalism, poetry, and fietion--is 

dominated by historieal Imperatives. At'lractelby the artistic 

i~d~pendence of modernism, he is simultaneously repelled -by its 

èlite and authoritaria~ tendencies. Thus, Klein's career ls 

... 

~ paradoxically that of a leading C&tadian modernist on the one 

, 

~ 

hand, and that of a major spokesman for traditional Jewish values 

on the other.? Klein's ambivaleJt attitude toward modernism iB 
'n 
e~ident, in hlS poetry, through 

. 
a use of~old poet~c forms, whlch 

~ 
at once ~ecalls and rejects the Poundian view of tradition and 

modernity. As a novelist, in The Secon~ Seroll, Klein considera 

,the re atlonship bet~een narrative ànd history, testing the 

~. hy~pothesis that to write one's own narrative is ta be the master 

'-\.uf ~e's destiny. 
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RESUME 

L ' dAM KI' , - l' ",/ ,l', t f'" 't . t oeuvre e . . eIn-- Journa lsme t': poesIe, e lC lon--es 

d ' / d f 't" d' d h' t ' omlnee par es neceSSl es or re 18 orlque. A ../ ttlre par 

l'ind~pendance artistique qu'~ffre le modern~sme, Klein est en 

m~me temps rebuté par son ~litisme et ses tendences·auto~itaires. 

Dono, p~radoxalem~nt, la carrière de Klein" se pr;sente . 
. 

simul tanément comme celle d ~ ~n ,!!oderniste oanadien de premier 
1\ 

pla~, Jt celle d!un porte-parole importan~ des valeurs juives 

traditionnelles. L'ambival~nce que ressent Kleid envers le ~ 

modernisme est mise en évidence dans sa po~sie par l'usage 

d'anciennes formes po~tiques, qui tout à'la fois 6voq~ent et 

renient l'attitude de Pound envers la tradition et la modernit~. 

En temps que romancier, Klein, dans The Second Scral1: s'adresse 
~ 

à la relation entre la narration et l'histoire, mettant a 
J 

" /" l'epreuve l'hypothèse qui veut qu'ecrire sa propre narration 

'qu~vaut a Atre maître de sa propre destin'e. 
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CHAP~R ONE 

TRADITION AND MODERNITY 

Abraham Moses Kle~ was one of Canada' s leading mode~nis\s. 

He was àlso a leading spokesman fo~~~tradi tional Jewi~.h value1t.~ 

• Thus poised between --tradi tion and moderni ty, Iaein' s career 

stands as one of the most oomplex in aIl of Canadian literature. 
r 

The difficulties involved in approaching such a career are 

evident in the fact that Klein's critics havé tended to address 

one or the other of these t'Wo competing strains in his work, 

-generating incomplete and, at times, gravely distorted views of 
1 

• 

·his situation. One virtually never encounters a discus~ion which 

seeks t~ ~econcile Klein's traditional Jewishness and his 
1 

modernity or, indeed, to Pf9vide a context that would 

! simultaneously accommo~ate the two. It is the éontention of this 

study that only by.recovering such a context, in effect by re
J 

, ,_."si tuating, Kl'~in -, his Jewishness and his moderni ty, tnat we may 

redress this crit~cal fragmentation'and begin to piece together 

an understanding o~ his career • 
. 

A!ly truly responsive study of K~,ein- must recogniz~ histpry, 

not ~imply as background, but as a dynamic and interactive 
()I, 

/' 

. 
elemènt relentlessly at the forefron~ of Klein's consciousneBs. 

While every artistic movement is in p~rt a product of its socio-

h~c cir~um~tances, l~terary modernism is simply 
J 

.incomprehensible apart'from mode~n history.l Sharply reflecting 
\ 

the uncertainty of the 'age, modern writers brought ~\new personal -'- r 

\" 
" 

1 For the prof~undly historicist oharacter of moder~é~-~ee 
Malcolm Bradbury and James McFarlane, "The Name and NatuJ;"e of 
Modernism, Il Modernism, ed. Bradbury and McFarlane (New York:' 
Penguin, 1967): i9-55. 
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and politic 

within soc! 

self-consciou~ness about their work to their rdles 

and .. to the world of àrt. Similarly 1 the idea of 

-
1 traditiona~ism as it exists within à Jewish context is , 

incomprehensible in ahistorical terms, for what is Jewish 

t.radi tionalism if i t is' not a respons~ to Jewish history? 

Let us-begin then by c~nsidering modernism as it figures in the 

car~eT of A. M. Klein . 

• 

1 

~o~ernism iB a cultural phenomenon that may b~ broadly 

situated .hi.torically between the Indu.trial R~volUtion and~he 
end of the Second World Wai, The modern literature relevant to 

~, . 
this"discussion iB thai whicb was prevalent durin~ the 19200,\ 

1930s, and ~arly 1940B. SpecificallYi I refer to the work o~ '\ 
writers whom St~phen Spender distinguished aesthetically and 

ideologically from their "Contemporaries"--Shaw, Wells, and 

Bennett for example ("Struggle" 71-78)--and whom Frank Kermode 
, } 

\ 

\ ".. 

dis~inguished temporally from their Neo-Modern post-war followers 

( 66~'92) • 
, 

Of specifie lmportance to Klein in this regard were 

) writers like Joyce, pou'nd, Eliot, Rilke, Kafka, and' Thomas Marin. 

The task-of defining modernism is -formidable as the movement 

is by definitiQb one ~hich resists homogeneous descripti?n. In 

addition to~being international and'interdisciplinary in scope, 

modernism Qompr~ses dozens of individual movements each having 

its own s~t of aesthetic and soc~al principles and objectives. 
- ~ 

This difficulty beina noted, however, ît is possible to describe 
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some general tendencies of modernism'that ~re more or less widely 

reeognized. . 
,( 

Perhaps"'the most oeommonly noted characteristic of modernism 
, , ;' 

/ 

, 

is i ts essentially catastrophic nature.' . Modern li terature is u 

literat~re of violeht upheaval. Critieal oonsideràtions of' 

mode,nism, despite the-attempt to avoid hyperbole, frequently 

gravitate toward the notion of apocalypse, and one need only 

"eonsidér the modern historieal moment to see how apt and 

unexaggerated this notion is. Modern writers had to cont~nd nol-
1 

only w'ith the immense social upheaval of mass ind.,ustrialization J 

the Russian Revolution; and two world wars, but also with the 

130eial aftermath af Darwin 'and the in'tell.ectual revo) utions of 

Marx, Freud, Heisen6erg, ~nd Einstein. In light of the~e changes 
0' 

it is thereÎore not s~rprising that modern literature is 

challenged on two fro"nts by a sense of radical discont\nui t"y. On , 
fJ ' 

the one hand the moderns were faced_~ith the formidable void lef~ 

by the shift in ~nt~llectual perspective. On the other, they 

were fac~ff-with what ~hey themselves had created in seeking te 

fill that void, namely, the aesthetie and social rubble which was 
-

the immed~ate pr-Oduct ,of their own violent anti-traditionalism. " 

Seeking to define the new aesthetie, the moder"ns found 
, '-

themselves facing a dilemma. While it was clear that the guiding 

" principles of art could hardly be derived from what they 

pereeived ~o be an alienating and morally orilotic society, lt was , 
equally~elear that neither eould t~ey take the for~ of a unified 

anti-social style. To develop such a style would be, by 

. implication, to acknowledge tradit~onal author~ty, and the point 
, . 

was not to respond but to cate,,~ically r~ect. Moreover, any 

j 

.... _---------_..:...---------'''-----
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unified 
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respons!jI ,LUld 
0_ ) 

have made the artistic communitF 

vulnerable to the possibility of its anti-social stancè, like 
• , 

4 

\, other radical gestures of the pas,t, i tsel f becoming -fashj.opable. 

As a resul t, the moderns adopt~d_. a s tr~tegy of ev'ery man" for 

himself. The only' possible response to the rapid outward 

expans ion \ and· ~ncreaSing soullèss~~ss ~Ustrial soci'ety . \ 
be a ~urning inward, a 90mmitment to the development of 

èould 

indi viduall~ determined aesthetics and highly p~rsonal forms of 

art. Art becomes -obscu're and inacc«fSsible, moving away from 

realism and omniscience toward the ~:libera\e 'difficulties of, 

J surreali.sm, interÏor monologue and ,vers libre. Thus we see the 

dehumanization of art mirroring the dehumanization of life. 2 

While modernism held, at least in principle, to an abso]ute 
, q / 

dichotomy between cômpliance with the soc~al an~ artistic 

dictates of society and truthful isolation in one's own 

inimitable art, severai factors suggest_that at its heart lay 

something other th an a tendency towBTd isolation for isolatio,n' s 

sake. One such factor.was the existence of a strong artistic' 
. 

oounter-culture which provide~ the moderns, many of whom were in 

reality ex~les or expajiat~s •. with a community of .the avant- '". 

garde. While not..a- typical community, tl1at is) one respecttn~i' ,-' 

geographic, ethni6, disciplinary boundaries, the globa~ 
, 'f .. -v é . ' 

-1' 

community of artists offered at least psycholQgioal refuge from Q 

a 

the. absolutes of ~ compliance or ut~e~ isolation. 

factor revealing the movement's tendency to ,escape its own 
! ( 

J The phrase i s from Harry Levin l "Wha t was Modernism? If 1 

Varieties of Literary Experience, ed. Stanley Burnshaw (New York: 
New York UP, 196?): 32~, but, of course, refers to José Ortega y 
Gasset, "The Dehlamanization of Art," The Dehumanization (;f Art 
and Oth~r Essays (Princeton: Princeton UP , 1968). 

• 

, . 
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foundations is th~ modern attraction to auth.o;:-1 t:ariarlism. 
y ~ 

of the movement's practïtioners'allied themselves with 

authoritarian philosophies, whether of the right or the left, 

z 

5 

clearl, indicating that for the~ the,rejection of old authority 

was a means and not an end in itself. Finally, there is the 

modern idealism about history. Modern insistence on a clean 
.. lit> 

, .. 
break with the past meant a break with the immediate past but Ilut 

r J 
with history itself. While the-moderns were anxious to 

'dissociate themselves from the moral obsolescence of the 

nineteenth century, they were equally anxious to re-establish 

iome sort of positive historieal eontinuity. Thus we ~ncounter 

an atavistic longing ,for the golden age from whieh modern: so'cieJ..y 

has been distaneed by teehnologieal progresst a longing 
• .. 

epibomized by "Eliot's preference for Dante over Shakespeare and 

Pound's affinity for the provençal poe,~ J A corollary to this 18 
o 

th~oderns' sense of thimselves ~s artists and their role as 
.. 

such in the unfolding o~'history., If what they seek is a renewed 
, \' 

ëonneetion with the true spirit of the past, the artists 
1 Q 

themselves are naturally cast as the prophets of this connection. 

"In a world full of :the panic of change, the artist's role ia to 

make himself a symbol ·of tradition, a \rentinel or wi tness to tl}e 
\ 0 

genuine continuity in human life ... "., (Frye 81-82), To varying, , 

degrees they saw thei~ role as emancipatory, perhaps even 
--,. 

redemptive, suggesting that for the individual, as with history 

, or aesthetics 1 the ,.discontinui ty of persona!' isolation cou Id 

ultimately be transformed into something else. ., 

While implicit itlea1ism May have been one of modernism's 

fertile ambiguities it also directs our attention to the 

& 

-. 
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rnovement's darker and less fertile side. Every positive and 

liberating aspect of the modern revolution seems to carry within 

~t a corresponding aspect of rather a darker character. The line 

between self-awareness and self-consciousness, between 

questionlng authorlty and distrust of one's own perceptions, and 

between deliberate non-compliance and paralyzed silence is often 
~ 

difficult to discern. The modernlst rnovernent WhlCh càntributed 

so signifi~antIy ,to Western cu!ture also prodpced its share of ~ 

~I 

insanity, resagnation and despaIr. 
, . 

• 
Cornparing Canada's hlstoricai situation during the Iate 

nin~eenth and early twentieth centuries with that of Europe or , ~ , 

even of ~nited States, it is clear that any assessment of 

modernlsrn in Çanada requires a certain adjustrnent of perspectIve. 

One could hardly e~pect the phenomenon to assume the same order 
" . 

bf magnItude it had in Europe--where the movement constituted a , 
significant challenge t~ eight hundred'years 0: tradition~_ 
Canada, which haà ba~ely achieved Confederation at the time tne 

1 

first volu~f Das Kapi tal appeared in print (Watt, "Protest" 

458). The neo-Victorian ~tructures which dominated Canadian 

sopiety during its first decades as a nation could never foster 

the sarne re~istânce to modernism which they had done~in more 

firmIy rooted' societies. The modernist mOVEment, w~ich 

i ts energy ~ rejection. of the old and assertion o.~ the 

fou~d ~elatiV.\Y little to reject io"Canada. There were 

decaying structures to topple, and the social impact of 

devoted 

new, 

few 

technological progress, for the most part, took the form of a 

spirit of optimistic change accompanyins the proeess of nation 

building. Moreover, Canada, in it$ regional and ethnie 

() 

\ 
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d~versitYt was more naturally sympathetic ,te the multifariousness 

of medernism than to the highly centralized political struotures 
/ ....... 

it had inherited from British society. Like th-eir European and 

American counterparts, the Canadian modernists sought to improve 

art end ult~mately sOcIety by introducing a more relevant radical 

perspedt1ve, but in Canada the movement was possessed more by a 

new 

splri t of scrutiny th an of revol ution. In Canada i t was poss i ble 

. tci expr~ss uno~thodox vi é"ws, di scredi t the old, and shape th e 

from wit~in the bounds of society as they stood. 

One of the earliest and most influential clroles of literary 

modernism in Canada was that whioh has come to be known as the 

McGill Movement. A. J. M. Smith, F. R. Scott, and Leo Kennedy 

were smong the first to experlment with modern idloms and to 

engage in criticai debate over the work of their American and 

European counterparts. It is also with theae men that one 

associa~es severai of Canada's moat significant anthologies and 

qlittle magazines in which distaste for the maple leaf jingoism of 

the neo-Victorian Canadian A~hors' Association was firat 

expressed and the aesthetic and political conditions of modernism 

set down. 3 One of the moat familiar statements of the group's 

position first appeared in the Canadian Forum in the form of 

3 Smith and-Scott were associated first with the Literary 
Supplement to The MeGill Daîly from 1924 to 1925, and then with 
the MeGlll Fortnightly RevieM from 1925 to 1927, with Leon Edel 
as managing editor. From 1927 to f929, Scott, in conjunction 
wi th Leo Kennedy and others, edi ted The Canadian Meroury; in 1928 
he joined the edi torial board of 1The Canadian Forum. Scott was 
alao aSBooiated with Preview (1942-1945}- and was instrumental in 
the amalgamation of that journal with First Statement (1942-1945) 
to create the Northern Review (1945-1956). The New Provinces 
anthology, co-edited by Scott and Smith, appeared in 1936, and 
Smith's The,Book of CanadisDoPoetry in 1943. 
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A. J. M. Smith's ,essay "Wanted: C~Ul~.diJul Crlticism."4 Smith saw 

the problem of the state of literature in Canada as stemming 

largely from the tension between economic and aesthetic 

interests; what was good for business was unlikely to be good for 

art, and in his view, the att~tude of t~e C. A. A. in promoting 

Canadianism at any cost constituted a sell-out of the worst kind . 
.., 

Opposed to the VleW that Canadian literature regardless of its 

quality o~ght to be promoted pver anything foreign, the McGi11 

Movement, in answer to the "Buy Canadian Books" battle cry of the 
\ 

C. A. A., adopted "Good Canadian Books Il as i ts slogan. 

In 1926 A. M. Klein enrolled at McGi11 University and there 

.". . 
eric~ntered Smith, Scott, Kennedy, and thelr modernism in the 

midst 'of McGillis predominantly Victorian atmosphere. It was as 

a result of this association that Klein was introduced to the 

poetry of ]liot and Yeats and read Joyce's Ulysses for the first 

time. Even more importantly, however, it was in this context 

that Klein found support for the social stance that was to 

charac\erize his entire career. The civil yet irreverent tone 
. 

that marked the McG!11 style allowe'd one to employ wi t in the 

service of society, to exercise one's individuality while 

~~ining a responsible position. Like the other members of 

the McGill Movement Klein had little patience for iconoclasm of 

4 A. J. M. Smi th, "Wanted: Canadian Cri ticsm," Canadian 
Forum (April 1928): 600-601. Additional examples of similar 
material include: "Editorial," and "Symbolism in Poetry," McGill 
Fortnightly Review 5 Dec. 1925: 9-10 and 11-12, 16; "Contemporary 
Poetry," McGill Fortnightly Review 15 Dec. 1926: 3r-32; liA 
Rejeoted Preface," Canadian Literature 24 (1965): 6-9; F. R. 
Soott, "New Poems/for Old--,II Canadian Forum 11 (1931): 296-98; 

, "Preface," New Provinces (Toronto: Macmillan, 1936): v; 
"Edi torial," Cana,dian Mercury 1 (1928): 3; Leo Kennedy l "The 
Future of Canadian li terature," Canadian Mercury 1 (1929): 99-100. 
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the self-~erving kind. And while his involvement with the 

movement soon gave way to his more pressing involvement with the 

cause of Jewish nationalism in the faoe of insurgent fascism, 

Klein's work, like that of his McGill colleagues, always bore the 

mark of his desire to reconcile society's ·needs with lndlvidual 

1nclination. 
• 

Yet despi te Klein "s affini ty for the radical founding !::\pi 1"l t 

of hls McGi11 colleagues and his signi ficant invol vement. wi th 

other literary groups and.individuals over the years, it 18 

diffioult to place hlm comfortably within any collectlvity or 

movement in the history of modern poetry in Canada. Klein is 
, 

most often mentioned in association with two groups: the McGlll 

and Previ~w Movements. But a couple of factors susses t tha t, j n 

fact, Klein never truly belonged to either. Historlcally, KleIn 

falls between the two; he was just beginnin~his undergraduate 
o -

education when Smith and Scott were completins theirs, and he was 

older and more establi8h~d than the other members of Preview, ln 

addition to beins heavily committed to Jewish concerns. 

Moreover, if one considers the issues central to the existence of 

both groups, 'oPle finds li 1:. tle correspond~ce wi th _ concerns 

c€ntral to Klein. For the members of the ~Gill Movement, 

f:-')ridding Canadian poetry of the vestiges of 'Victorianism and 
\.J 

consolidating the status of the modernist aesthetic constituted 

the raison d'être of the group. Klein, although basic~lly 

sympathetic to their aims, showed very little personal interesL 

in these matters. His two M.cGi ~ased li terary ventures, "The 

McGilliad," a weekly column in the McGil1 Daily, and the 

McGilliad, an independent literary magazine, although very much 

. 
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in the FortnightlY style, never mention the state of Canadian , 

literature per se. The large body of literary criticism Klein .... 

produced over the course of his career bears out this lack of 

direct engagement as he seldom addressed Canadian topics except 

ln the form of o~casional reviews of the work of his friends. 

And as for the problem of the modern aesthetic, Klein, when he 

was not exercising a deliberkte archaism, appeared to be more 

interested in writing in a modern vein ~than in discussing 

modernism as an issue unto itself. Klein's interest in modernlsm 
. 

~as primarily social and political, and when he did address 

himself to aesthetic concerns it was more often as cri tic th an as 

a~vocate . Similarly, Klein~s p~rspective appears distlnct from 

that of the Preview members especially with regard to the matter 

of political ideology and its relation to art. For.Klein, as for 

individuals like P. K. Page and Patrick Anderson, the pursuit of 

a J'ust-ffnd egalitarian society dema:nded a personal commitment as 

great as any one could make to ope's art. But fo~ Klein, the 

marriage of art 'and politics was much more problematic than it 

appeared to be for those who less questioningly filled the pages 

of Preview with politically relevant art. In Klein's view such a 

marriage was one in which the latter often dominated, terrorized, , 

or worst of aIl masqueraded as the former. The union was one 

whièh fell easy prey to corruption of an especially insidious 

kind. 

If it ~s true, then, that modernism or, more precisely, 41 

Canadian modernism alone dôes not provide an adequate context in 

which io consider Klein, the question then become.: Where does 
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Klein belong? In what context may we best unaerstand Klein's 

work? 

II 

In. advancing' the view that "whatever kind of poetryJ Abraha"m 

Klein wri tes J he always wri tes as a Jew" ("Poetry" 7 0), E. K. 

Brown identified the one perception which has dominated critionl 

views of Klein over the last fifty years; now, as fifty years 

ago, the elusive phenomenon of "Kle1n's Jewishness" is never far' 

from the 'centre of any discussion. Cri tics of the thirties and 

1'" 
forties, evidently impressed by Klein's unabashed displays of 

Jewishness at a time when such displays were extremely 

unfashionable, expressed their" sense of him in largely personal 

terms. Klein was considered to be "the most Jewish poet who ... 

ever used the English tangue" (Lewisohn 13), "heir ta an 

kuthentic Jewish tradition [which is] reflect[ed] .,, in every 

line he writes" (Edel, "Jewish" 15), and a poet whose "soul 

is an ardent symbol of the spiritual rebirth of the Jewish 

people" (Collin 1). Later, cri tics began ta move away from these 

narrowly defined perceptions ta recognize increasingly broaJ 

contexts for Klein's work. Eventually iL was recognized thatl 

what was at issue was not one man's unabashed Jewishness but 

rather the more broadly significant relation of an individual ta . 

his'culture. Thus it was observed that "no other major Canadian 

lofri ter 'sa deliberately and consistently wrote wi thin a tradi tian" 

(Stei~g, "Living" 99) and that a "fierce sense of Jewish 

identity ... is the ••• constitutive, substantial experience pf 
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aIl Klein' s best poetry up to The Rooking Chair" (Walsh 

"Condition~ 9). Later still, critics began to redognize that' it 

was not a vaguely homogeneous culture but m~y distinct 

traditions on which Klein drew. So it was that Klein, who had at 
... 

first been identified simply as the Jewish poet, began to be 

recognized as a "psalmist" (Pacey 254-55) and 'a "Kabbalist" 

(Marshall, "Theorems" 151-62) and as a poet stee~ed in' the 

Pentateuoh and the Talmud (Spiro) and secular Hebrew poetry, 

ancient and modern, and Chassidism (Fischer j Gotlieb, "Hassidic" 

47-64) and Yiddish and Yiddishkei t (Fuerstenberg, "Yiddishkei t" 

66-81) . 

But while this ~iew of Klein as first, foremost, and 

unassailably Jewish has been posited as a self-evident fact for 

over fifty years, it has limited at least as much as it has 

enhanced' our understanding of Klein's work. To begin, what is at 

issue ls not Klein's Jewishness but his writlng, and, ultimately, 
" 

this approach evaluates Klein on the basis of the former not the 

latter. In a letter to A. J". M. Smith on the subject of his, 

inclusion in The Book of Canadian Poetry, Klein complained of 
Ir ' , 

this very problem with regard to the praise he had received from 

both W. E. Collin and E. K. Brown: 

With most of the strictures he finds in my 
poetry J ma~ agreej but Lord, 0 Lord, why must 
both he and Collin go flaunting my circumcision. 
1 am not a poet because l'm a Jewj ask Mr. Itzcovitch 
of "Better Cloaks Reg'd"'whether the two are synony
mous. It's an adolescent trick--this whimsical opening 
of another man's fly. J hope that i. K. Brown whose 
name 1 gave to the Guggenheim people, together with 
Pratt's, impresses them with more than the fact r 
that J'am a Jew. (qtd. in Mayne, "Symposium" 9) 

Moreover,'even if Klein's ethnie origins were at issue, it ls 
, , 1 

simply unaoceptable to employ the' term Jewishness as a self-
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evident designation. While it is true that Klein demonstrated a 

deep and abiding comm~ment to Jewish society and culture, to 
j .. 

assume that this is somehow synonymous ~i th a vaiuely defined 

notion of traditionalism is ta ignore many of the i~sues and 
c, 

conflicts a~ the heart of Klein's career. 
/ ~~ 

". A. M. Klein was both a tnodernist and a Jew, and his 

remarkable responsiveness to the events of modern hi8tory 18 

informed not by modernis'm and Jewishnes~ as paired yet distinct 

phenomena but by the relentless and often fierce opposition 

between them. Onlr by following Klein's lead in confronting the 
. 

terrible double pull of history toward modernity on the one hand 

and Jewish traditionalism on the other, can we approach an 

adequate understanding of his work. 

) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

1 • THE JEWISH MODERN ARTIST 

To Jewi~h writers bearing their traditional burden of 

social responsibility, the modern claim tb, artistic independence 
\ 

must have been a veritable siren calI. But as A. M. Klein among 

others unhappily discovered, importing the values of modernism 

into Jewish s9ciety often generated at least as Many anxieties a~ 

it relieved. For Jewish artists, tb transfer one's commitment 

from a social to an artistic communi~y was to court both personal 

and communal disasterj the historical fordes which gave rise to 

artistic modernism were, afte~ aIl, the very forces which 

constituted the mos~ catastrophic period in modern Jewish 
( 

history. 

The political and intellectual upheavals of the first half 

of the twentieth ce'ntury seemed to have a centrifugal effect ,en 

the world of' art. War, revolution, and industrialization aIl 

. sent art spinning out away from the centre of society toward 

increasingly individual and decentralized artistic and soc~al 
<'" 

positions. While this was initial}y as true of Jewish ~rtists as 

of anyone else, these same historica~ c~rcum~tances ~rogressi 
, \. 

produced the opposite, that is to say, a centripetal -effect, on 

Jewish society. The events.which,had at first decentraliz 
o 

eVt~tually concentrated the Jews. Increasingly, Jews'were 

svbject to an enforced lack of di(ferentiation, a violent and , 

undiscriminating collectivization of identity., Jewish , . 
modernists, if they Nere to aspire toward'socia~ irrelevance or 

to uphold the moral Imperative of art, ~were going to have to do 

~o. in the face of the MOst extreme ~orm~ of historical pressure 
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imaginable. Thus even from.within the artistic community there 
" 

was always a "l~ngering suspicion that the whole dramatic aiony 
. , 

of moderni ty ~ [was] not worth the candIe.,. that there [was'] 

something ... bogus and certainly futile in the effort to be 

authentically modern through a heroism of the imagination" 

(Al ter, "Defenses Il 15). 

For _A,' M. Klein, the Most distu:çobing aspect of modernism wns 

lts strong association of politics with art. Not surpris~ngly, 
\ 

his mo~t strenuous criticism was directed against writers who 

were associated with th~ pol~tical right, Robinson Jeffers, T. S . 

Eliot, and Ezr.a Pound, for example. 'Despite their technical 

abilities, which he ~ully recognized, Klein condemned what he 

considered to be the fascism underlYing their work. 
, 

Klein salol 

Jeffers's verse arising out of the culture of American 

isolationism, h~a preoccupation with "elemental nature" 

suggesting lia quali.ty which can only be called aristocratie." 

The fact that Jeffera confined himself "not to an ivory tower, 

but to a real one, made of rocks drawn from the mo~nt on which he 

dwells Il (LER 232), did li ttle to disguise his reverence fO,r Nazi 
" 

ideology: "Blood and soil are poetry, you can fight·for them; 

democracy is,pure prose, abstract, indefinite •.• dishonest" (LER 

234). Simi\larly" Klein oonsidered Eliot' a so-called classicism 

to be indicative not simply of' a conservative Analican 

perspecti ve, but of sympathies much farther to the riaht. ",It 

is, indeed, an interesting speculation to consider ,'" ,Klein 

remarked, "what might have developed out of Eliot' s '... .s 
flirtat~ons with Fascism had not the l 1939 declaration' of war 

taught him discretiorl" CLER 274). Klein was Most direot in his 
• .;t 
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condem~ation of Ezra Pound. ~n an essay written in response 

pound·s winning the Bollingen Priz~, Klein unequivocally 
~ 

his objection to the awarding of auch an honou~ to a man 

[hadj prostituted his talent to the designs of the blac~shi 

- .. If ... - Ezra Pound dese rved the Bollingen Pr i ze"': Kle in argue~ 
"Goebbels posthumously should be awarded the Pulitzer."l 

. 
Interestingly, however, for~Klein, the issue of the modern 

association of politics and a~t was not, as it was fo~ many, 

simply a question of the right versus the left. While he was 
" 

f 
himself a democratic socialist, Klein's criticism of artistic~ 

association with the left is often equally strong. Klein was 

active throùghout his career in condemning ,the mistreatment of 

artists by totalitarian regimes, 'and, in his view, the willful 
" 

submission of artists to political domination, as for instance in 

the produétion of Bo-called proletarian poetry, was feliberately 

1 and perverse.ly oai ve: 

these pèople think that having discovered 
that bread is vital, they have found the last 
word in human thought. It's only the first wor~, 
and so elementary that its proof lies only in the 
rumblings of the stomach, and not the cerebràtions 
of the brain; What particularly galls me is the 
superciliousness that aocompanies their insistence 
that rioe ,ought to be sharèd and shared alike; 
they kpow something 1 don't know! My only consolation 
lies in watching them jump through the' hoop every time the 
party changes its line.--The punishment is Dantaesque. 

(qtd. \n Mayne, "Symposium" Il) 

Klein's sympathies appeared to lie rather with modern 

writers who· favoured a d~libe~ately apolitical, anti-social 

stanoe, the two mos~ notable examples being Rilke and Joyce. 
~ Q~ 

1 "Old Ez and His Blankets," LER 278-81. See also, 
"Cantabile," LER 264-65. 

, 
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Advocating a virtually absolute 'wi t.hdrawal of the artist from 
l , 

society, Rilke and his intensely private poetry of self-

exploratïon stoodr- f,pr .Klein as "the complete anti thesis of 

everything the Fuehrer stood for." For KI~in, Rilke wa~ 

"probably the greatest 1 and certain'ly the subtlest" and most 
, 

sensitive poet of this century" (LER 252). Wi·th regard to JoyC'e, 
1 

Klein, while obviously attracted ta the ~hallenge of expllcating 

Ulysses, felt a strong personal identification with him as weIl; 

Klein ~av in h~mself and ~is Montreal milieu strong ~arallels 
, ' .k 

with Joyce and his relatiodship to Dublin. ~oth J~yce and Klein 
~ ~ 

"had been schooled in the ~radi tian of' a dogmatic cul ture," and 

"both had broken throu~h tîose ne,ts, and taken a self-reliant 

~"tance, e.~en whil,e' saturat1d wi~h the thoughts" that had dominated 

their .. ~ race" (qtd. in CapIan 155). The irony of the situ~tion 

i~ that while' Klein cons id red both theae men to be among his 

literary heroes, practical y speaking, his own position is more , 
remote from theirs than it is from that-of Eliot or Pound. 

1 

Joyce, although deeply roo~ed in his Irish Catholic up,bringing, 
. . l '\. 

le ft Ireland, producin~ mo~t of'hla work from the p~rspective of 
1 

a self-imposed exile. Klein, although he attained a certain 

l ' 
intellectual independence, [virtually never left Montreal and 

«, 
certainly never relinqu'shed his ties to his 'community. As far 

as Rilke's withdrawal fr is concerned, nothing could 

have been farther from Klein's pwn chosen cir~umstances. In 

fact, i t how an~ writer could have been 

any more fully engaged in so~ial issues than Klein waSt In 

addition to his iife as an artist, Klein was alsq a lawyer.and 

prolific jou~nalistJ spokesman and campaigner ,for Zionism, speech 
1 

1 

1 -------------------------'-------_._ .. _. - _._-_._ .. 
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writer and public relations advisor to Samuel Bronfman during his 
< 

time in offiqe as president of the Canadian Jewish Congress, and 
\ 

twice~ ~hough both times unsucc~ssfully, a CCF candidate in ~ . -
Canadian federal election. Rather th~n suggesting any real' 

similarity between his own circumstances and those of Rilke or 
- ~? 

-
Joyce, his admiration for th~ two figures suggests, if anything, 

an unfulfilled longing. Att..racted as he May have' been to 'the 

work of such highly independent artists, disengagement from the 

world of public affairs was something Klein simply never 

consi~ered for himself. Si~ila~ paradoxes attend the ~~tempt to 

~ocate Klein among his contemp~raries in the community of Jewish 
1-:, . 
modern writers . • 

The ~roup of writers whose social situation most closely 

resembies that of Klein and, for that reason, raises some 

interésting questions about his attitudes as a Jewish modernist 

J.....J 
working,in New York City in the early part of the century.2 

were the Yunge, or young ones, a group of Yi~dish aestheticists , l '. ' 

Here, the dilemma of Jewish modernism i8 Most evldent in the 

'oonflict surrounding the uSe of, Yiddish as 'a vehicle for modern 

poetry, for ib the Jewish immigrant communities of North Americ~, 

the shared u~e of Yid~ish, perhaps more than anY'other single 

factor, "served to unify and thus consolidat.e the immigrant 

experience. It was in Yiddish that'the intense difficulties of 

one's life as a neWcomer and, i~ the vast majority of cases, as a 

common laborer were expressed. Yiddish culture, especially the 

a For the Yunge, see Ruth R. Wisse, "Di Yunge and the 
Problem of Jewish Aesthetioism, " ~ewish Social Studies 38 (1976): 
265-76; "Di Yunac·e: Immigrants or \Exiles?", Prooftexts 1 (981): 
43-61; and '''A Yiddish Poet in Amerioa," C01l1mentary (July' 1980): 
35-41. -
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Yiddish théatre and Yiddish press, constituted the foundations of 
, 

what would otherwise ltave-been a severely fraam~nted soci'ety. 
. . 
Yiddish writers were considered to be largely an adjunct of the 

preijs and were expected to represent the community, empIbying 
. ! 

their talents.to voice its needs and aspirations. But despite 

the fact that the Yunge shared the oppressive circumstances of .,. 
the communi ty at large, they nonetheless refused th~' designa led o 

social roie. Instead, they argued that their choice of ~iddish, 

despite its reputati~n as a folksy, 'demooratio' Ia~luaie, in no 

way obligated them to be mindful of their readers. Thus against 

the arrestingly incongruous baokdrop of the sweatshops, poverty, 

and overcrowding of New ~ork's lower east side, the Yunge 
-; 

~spired, not toward sooial change, but toward a rarefied 

aesthetic. Needless to say, in addition to their ow~-rft~èrnal , 

doubt about the val~dity of the enterprise, they often had to 
fi' 

weather hostility from other parts of the c0mmunity, e~pecially 

as news of the pogroms and the First Worid War reaohed the Un)ted 

States. 

Although he was of the generation foilowing the Yunge, Klein , 

. ce"rtain,ly knew their work and would have had, personal knowledae 

ôf them through his close friend J. I. Seaal, who for a time had 

joined them in New York. Moreover, it is inconceivabl~ that 
, ,,. 

Kleih would have missed the parallels between their social 

situation and his own, for like the.Yun~e, Klein himself was 

constantly forced to c~nfront the chan~ini values of an immigrant 

li 
~ ~ society and t~e competing ~ttractions of aestheticism on the pne 

'hand and social responsibility on the other. One would expect, 

on t~e basis of these .similarities, that Klein would have 
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displayed a cons1derable sympathy L'" i: j. k r or tue1r wor . Yet, as wi th 

mcdèrnism at large, precisely the opposite is true. Klein's 

a t ti t ude toward the "YU]:., ranged from apparent indi fference to 
, \ 

hostility, the former e~ dent in the astonishing lack of 

reference to them ln his work, and the latter in ~hls strange and 
, 

unsympathetic translation o~a series of poems by Moyshe Leib 

Halpern. a Halpern, who ln.many respects epltomizes the dllemma 
-~ 

of Jewlsh modernlsm, is someo~e whose poems Kleln was ln a 

I~posltion to approach with great sensitivlty and appréclation. 
J 1 

, 

Rather unexpectedly, however, Klein's translations of Halpern 

border on the perverse; Kleln strips them of their modernlty, 

.effectlv/l Y denYlng t~e soclal conflict which informs both 

Halpern's and hlS own work. 

Klein displayed an equal lack of sympathy toward many 

, Amerlcan 'Jewish writers working in English. 
1 

He was highly 
"." ~ 

Je rit i cal, "f O'll' 
1 

, 1 
he consider$d 

example, of Karl Shapiro and Delmore Schwartz, whom 

to be ~sslmilationlsts despite the fact tha~ by 

contemporary standards they "lere considered as havlng favorable 

a t tl tudes towar,d their Jewlshness., "The disappointing fact," 

Klein commented, ~as that "upon th~ subject of their heri tage," 
CJ 

these ~ri ters "Iere "ei th"er singularly silent, or, if outspoken, 

outspoken to most self-deprecatory effect" (LER 246-47). They 

were, in Kle~n's view, strivin~ ~o be "American ~y Jewish 

dissuasion" (LER 247', advancing)their mod~rnity at the expense 

of their identities as ~~ws. Despite his r~gard for the notion .. 
of artistic integrity, Klein strongly disapproved of public 

S See Linda Rozmovi ts, '~A. M. Klein' s Translations of Moyshe 
Leib Halpern: A Problem of Jewish Modernism," Canadian Poetry 

,/ 
( forthcoming ) • v~ 

\ l 
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displays of Jewish self-hatred. Eli tilt behaviour in others waB 

unconscionable--in Jews, it constituted the rooat pathetic form of 

personal and artistlc self-betrayal. 

Most telling perhaps, is the t1?ally uncritical and at times 

d1sturbingly sent,imental atti tude td~disPlared toward Jew1 sh 

wrlters whom he perceived to be suitably posItive about lhelr 

Jewish Identities. At best, thls type of wrltlng waG represent~d 

by masterful observers of Jewish society like Shalom Aleichem; ul 

'w\rst, it deteriorated Into maudlin sentimentallty and stralned 

idealizations of Jewish life. While one can readPt y appreclate 

Klein's enthuslasm for writers like Shalom Aleichem, lt lS ~ morr 
f _ 

complex matter to sort through hlS comments on less Obvlously 

acc~mpllshed wrlting. 

At times, Klein's enthusiasm for sentImental atd thoroughly 

unmodern Jewlsh writing seems to be proportional to the level of 
( 

sentimentality of the work ltself. Wrlting of the work of his 

c~lleague J. 1. Segal, for example, KleIn would often lndulge ln 

elaborate reveries about an idealized eastern European Jewish 

world of which he had no direct Experience and which, 
\ 

realistically speaking, existed largely in the sentimental 

imagination. for Klein, waB a world in WhlCh experienc~ 
D 

was suffused wi th the "familiar fragrance of worn and cheri shed 

thIngs," piety and scholarship assumed their rightfully mythic 

dimensi~ and unharassed, "God's worthy Jews [could] indulge in 

nasal humming during the twili t moments of Sabbath afternoons. "4 

Clearly what Klein valued in such writing was what he craved in 

• "Baa~hem ~n Modern Dress," 
Poetry Whic 18 Prayer," LER 49-51, 
By," LER 79- • 

{ 

LER 6-9. See also, "The 
and "Poet of a Worl~ Passed 
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(, the rather less ideallzed world around hlm, namely expressions of 

culture that escaped the anti-social élitism of modern art. At 

least on one occasion, K,lein himself confirm.ed this hypothesis. 

Writing of the work.of the badchan (wedding jester) Shloime 

Shmulevi tz, Klein admi tted that his YlddlSh was "archaic," his 
, ' 
"ideas trIte and commonplac~l" and his "poignancy saccharine." 

Nonetheless, KleIn argued, the materlal ought to be valued 

beéause "the sentiments [were] real." The upheavals European 

Jews had suffered at the end of the nineteenth century had been 
• 1 

immense, and it was Shmulevitz with his sentimental songs and not 

Bome highly sophisticated poet who had "aptly expressed the need 

of thousands" (LER 27-28). 

If'we try, then, to locate Klein within an artistic and 

social context, he appears as a curiously marginal flgure. W1th 

striking consistency, Klein allies himself with positions remote 

from hlS own clrcumstances--the wlthdrawal from soclety advocated 

by Rilke and Joyce, and nostalgio ~r sentimental Jewish writlng--

and condemns positions which in fact resemble his own-~the 

sooially responsive writing of politically engaged modernists and 

the stylistic modernism of the American Jewish writers. The 

question to address thus becomes: how are we to understand 

Klein's modernism; what is the nature of the sensibility arising 

out of this strangely paradoxical attitude? 

The source of the confusion jn Klein's attitude toward 

modernism lies in a central fact: Klein is an essentially social 

c poet, while modernism is an-essentially anti-social art. 

For Klein, as we shall soon see, the significance of one's 

, 
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eXIstence as an artist lies not in private experience but in the 

social domain, specifically, in the relationship between 

the artist and his communlty. Conversely, however, the raIson ~ 

d'être of a grea"t de al of modern wri ting (certainly of the k inti 

of wrltlng Klein so admired) is the refusaI to subject artlstlc' 

endeavors ta validation by an outside oommunity of any klnd, and 

lt hs preclsely at thlS point that Kle~n's rnodernism runs 

headlong into his culturally rooted sense of sooial 

responsib~lity. While Klein was attracted by modernism's 

aesthetic and intellectual virtuosity and, naturally, by the lure 

of· artistlC lndèpendence, he was simultaneously repelled by lis 

anti-democratic tendencies; his sense of modern artistic 

accornpllshment was inevitably countered by his sense of the 

social cost. Klein's' career was in large part an attempt to 

reconcile the flercely opposed demands of a modern artlstlc 

perspective on the one hand and a prcfound responsiveness to the 

needs of Jewish society on the other. But what are we tu make of 

Klein's attempts to do so? Was he simply trying to avoid 

choosing between artistic lntegrity and a layaIt y ta one's 

community, or did Klein, in seeking to accommoda te both modernism 

and Jewishness, in fact, have a grand synthesis in mind? 

Klei~'s most complete statement on the role,of the modern 

artist ma; be found in one of his very Iatest worka, an important 
y\\ ' \ .. 

essay entitl~"The BibleJs Archetypical Poet" (LÈR 143-48). The 
"-

essay plays a ha~nting dual role in Klein's career, for while it 

is intended as a c~bration of the poet, i t was, in fact, 

written after Klein himself had effectively ceased writini 

poetry. Th~s, in its presentation of t~ biblica~ tale of Joseph 
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and his brothers as a paradigm of the modern artist in society, 

"The Bible' s Archetypical Poet" stands at"';'"once as a celebration 

and as a eulogy. 
( 

The tale is familiar enough to require no 

detailed retelling, but, briefly, it is the story of a young manl 

of exceptional qualities, ~~ becomes the object of jealousy and 

finally the victim of his brothers. 5 Ultimately, the very 

quallties that were initially the cause of his suffering allow , 

Joseph to transform his misfortune so that he redeems ~ot just 
~ 

himself but his family as weIl. Let us now consider Klein's 

interpretation of the tale, both in terms of Joseph's personal 
, 

identity as the archetypical poet and of his relationship to his 
j 

communi ty. 

While Klein called his essay "The Bible's Archetypical 

Poet," it might just as weIl have been called "The Bible's 

Arche~ypical Politician, " for Klein's very definition of the 

archetype depends on a dellberate confounding of the artistic and 

social roles. Passing over such obvious candidates for the role 

of archetypical poet as David and Solomon, Klein, in choosing 

Joseph, deliberately chooses a f~gure widely recognized, by 

virtue of his loyalty, honesty and administrative expertise, to 

be the ideal public servant. Moreover, Joaeph is not simply an 

accomplished politician but someone "to whom not a single strophe 

.,. has ever been ascribed." How then does Joseph merit the 

title of archetypical poet? 

For Klein the identity of the true poet has little to do 

wi th beini a "fashioner of verses I! or a "coiner of phrases." 

These are activities he considered, in isolation, to be releyant 

5 See Genesis, chs. 37-45 • 

. , 
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only in the realm of "Iiterature, not life." Rather, in 

asserting Joseph's claim ta the raIe, Klein ar,ues that he is a 

poet because he is a "dreamer, and what is infinitely more 

important, an interpreter of dreams." While this statement mlgh~.J 

appear ta be polltically more romantic than modern, several 

factors wIll serve ta clarify that what Klein intends is an 

essentially social and thus, in his terms, thoroughly modern 

sense of the poet's raIe. Ta reiterate Klein's assertion, the 

poet is not just a dreamer but an interpreter 

ta say, visionary experienc~itself i8 not 

of dreams. That 18 

an end, as it migh1 

be in romantic terms, but rather a means ta an end. Rather th an 

permit escape ta a world of the imagination, it serves to 

reinforce the poet's relationship bath ta his community and ta 

the events of his time. Klein illustrates this point through the 

episocle of the baker and the butler. Joseph's interpretations, 

first of the dreams of the baker and the. ~utler and then of th~ 
. 

Pharaoh himself, serve not only ta vindicate him personally, bu't 

also ta prevent widespread suffering in Egypt. Thus Joseph 

eScapes unjust imprisonment not by any self-validating aet of the 

imagination, but rat'her by employing his talents ta effect a more 

widely significant course of events. While it may appear ta 

others that Joseph lives "as if in a world apart, in fact, in the 

fuliness of time, his dreams ar& proven ta be the true and salid 

substance of life." Combining a poetic breadth of vision ~ith an 

ability ta employ that vision te effect positive social chan,e, 

Joseph,stands as the ideal sooial poet. 

Two essaya written early in Klein'. oareer, sorne twenty 

years befere "The Bible's Archetypioal Poet," 010se1y parallel 
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his exploration of the story of Joseph and suggest historical 

models for the paradigm he did not'fully describe until his later 

years. The first. of these essays, written in 1931, is on the ... 
Jewish statesman and Zionist, Theodor Herzl (LER 14-20), and the 

second, dated 1937, on the Hebrew poet Chaim' Nach~n Bialik (LER 

13-19). 

In writing about Herzl, Klein directly addressed the paradox 

·of conferring the ti tle "poet" on a person who did not wri te 

poetry. The word poet, Klein reminds us, derives from the Greek 

poieio, "to make." Thus, one whose behaviour lI40ves beyo-nd mere 

expression into creative action is a poet. Like aIl of Klein's 

heroes, Herzl displayed the characteristic combination of the 

"imagination of the poet ... tempered with the cold practicality 

of the statesman." Rejecting philanthropy as a solution to 

Jewish problems, Herzl, in crystalliZingche notion of political 

Zionism, tran~formed the myth of 1ndepen ent Jew1sh statehood 

into a potential reality. Additionally, lein considered Herzl's 

great econornic treatise, Der 'Judenstaa t, to be a poet'ic ft epic of 

industry where, instead of the song of the turtledove· .•• oné 
, -

hears the whir of dynamos ft and "instead' of the falling waters of 

the Jordan one listens to the noise of irrigation canals." 

Translating poetic vision into effective Roli~ical action, Herzl 

was at once "the last of the Jewish romanticists and ..• the 

first of the Hebrew realists." Similarly, Chaim Nachman Bialik 

~ stood fo~ Klein as an heroic poet in society. In this case, 

Klein's poet was, in fact, a poet by conventional definition, but -

aaain, what iB ultimately of significance is not the poetry 

itself, but the influence it was perceived to have had on Jewish 
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society. Bialik was associated with a collectlon of Jewish 

intellectuals known as the Odessa group whose aim was to 

formulate a new agenda for responding to the violenoe that was , 
being perpetrated against Jews in eastern Europe. Sent as an 

observer ta the site of the lnfamous pogrom at Kishinev, Bialik 

lat'er commemorated the event in his monumental poem "The City of 

Slaughter." In the poem Bialik condemned Jewish passlvity as 
'" 

stronglyas the barbarism of the Cassacks and, as a consequence, 

• was credited with having done ~more to agitate for Jewish self

defence than any proclamation of the Oaessa Hebrew Writers or th~ 

Central Commi ttee of the Bund" (Roskies 91). 

The ideal union pf the poet and his community is cap~ed, 

for Kleln, in the image which closes the tale of Joseph and his 

brothers: 1 

Joseph i8 a fruitful bough, even a fruitful bough by 
a weIl; ~hose branches run over the wall. 

(Genesis 49:22) 

The image is compelling for a number of reasons, not the least of 

which is its utter simplicity. With an appealing self-evidence, 

the possibility of a mutually ben~ficial an~ entirely harmonious 

relationship\between the poet 'and his community is revealed. 

Wi thout the poet, the communi ty has no voice, no fucus, and 

little hope of moving beyond the wall. Without the weIl of 

identity and history to draw from, the poet becomes a lifeless 

dislocated figure who belongs nowhere and speaks to no one. The 

image is also compelling for its symbolic return from barrenness 

to "the gardén," a location significant not just for i ts Edenic 
- ~ 

association but for the special significance the garden assumed 

for 'Klein. Virtually aIl of Klein's protagonists make their way 
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from the barrenness of the cit~ to the modern equivalent of a 

pastoral setting where the suffering of the hero is at last 

redressedt Abraham Segal, Benedict Spinoza, the Poet of 

"Portrait of the Poet às Landscape," and Melech Davidson aIl make 

this journey whether i t lS from the sweatshop to the "meadow on 

the mountain-top," from the "maculate streets of Amsterdam to the 

"Garden of Mynheer," from the faceless anonymous Cl ty to th~ "nt b . 
Adam's" garden, or from the beleaguered towns of eastern Europe o 

to the new state of Israel where "twigs and branches that had 

been dry and sapless for generations tt. now,budded [and] 

blossomed. " But as with aIl of Klein's gardens, there is 

t something tentative about the reconciliatïon symbolized by the 

tree growing within the wall; tensions remain that not even such 

an idealization can resolvet Do the branches growing over the' 

" wall symbollze a fecundity which the community can oniy express 

through its poets or the poet's reaching for escape from within 

the'walls of his community? After aIl, while the story of Joseph 

and his brothers ends with Jose~hJs triumphant,return, at its 

heart lies a violent and undeserved rejeotion of the poet by his 

communi tyt 
./ 

Joseph's mis fortune had a tragic immediacy for Klein even in 

the modern era. It is Joseph, Klein argues, who throuihout the 

tale seeks to maintain a meaningful bond to his community. But 

despite his efforts, he is nonetheless cruelly betrayed--

humiliated, flung into a pit, and finally sold into slavery by 

his own brothers. And tlit is impossitlte to pres~rv~'this story, 

detail after symbol~o detail," Klein argued, "wi thout realizing 

that here we have encountered the classic design figuring the 
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relation between the ,poet and his fellaws." Klein saw this 

design "beginn~ng with misunderstanding and envy," moving on to 

"conspiracy" and "revenge," finall,y culminating in "murder." 

Ultimately, Klein concredes, society récoils ... [from] the 

killing blow, but by this time, the distinction is purely 

ternieal." 

As a la te work, "The Bi bltf' s Archetypicalt• Poet" no doubt 

expresses the sense of disillusionment Klein had bui~t up over 

the years, but this tragic dynamic between the poet and his ~ 

community is strongly present even in.much earlier Hork. Before 

Klein's protagonists fin~ their moment of redemption in the 

garden, without exeeptlorli they too experlence the paIn of 

undeserved suffering and exile. Spinoza is cast out by the 

eitizens of Amsterdam, the poet of "Portrait of the Poet as 

Landseape" endures a' ghostly anonymi ty in the city, and Uncle 

Melech survives countless episodes of physical and spiritual 

-
torment as he witnesses pogroms, the arrivaI of th~ Nazis, and 

the plight of Jewisn refugees in the ghettos and camps of North 

Africa. 

But even more immediate is the fact that the undeservedly . 

unsympathetic attitude of the eommunity toward its poets was not 

simply a literary problem for Klein. The community in which he 

lived and to whom he devoted much of his life was often better at 

demanding loyalty of' its members than at returning it, and the 

rejections Klein suffered both as an artist and as a politician 

were personally and professionally devastating. Politically, 

Klein's defeat in the federal election of 1949 exposed the 

community's unwillingness to support one of its Most outstanding 

/ 
/ 

/ 
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members ~spite his unparallel~d and distinguished record of 

service. Undoubtedly, on one level, Klein's political rejection 

was simply part of the difficulties the CCF had always 

experienced in Quebec (Horn 132-56). But evidently hoping that 

his rebord ~f service would outweigh the community's reluctance 

to support the party, Klein had conducted "an unabashedly 

personal campaign" (CapIan 161)'. The defeat was humiliating and 

costly. As Klein himself remarked after- his earlier withdrawal ~ 

from thè federal election of 1945, "every one of 6'my poli tical 

speeches--and in Cartier you have to make plenty, and in three 

languages--will cost me at least three poems" (qtd. in CapIan 

---- ~ . 
126) • Loyalty to the community exacted its artistic price as 

weIl. Despite Klein's unrelenting commitment to the culture in 
" 

which he was raised, for the Jewish community Klein's art was 

somehow never Jewish enough. At the least assertion of his 

modern independence Klein's efforts were met with hostility. As 
, 

he was informed by the Jewish Publication Society: "while a-

general publisher could publish [his] poems with impunity," in 

the ,interests of the community, they would ~>t be accepted by a 

Jewish publisher "on the basis of .•• liter ry merits alonell 

, . 
(Husik) . 

As a writer whose modern colleagues were, fo~ the most part, 

deliberately turning their backs on tradition and society, this 
. 

rudely imposed exile must have seemed a terrible irony to Klein. 

Vet for years'he resisted the modern gesture of withdrawal and 

retreat. As the pressures of history mounted and the att~action 
~ 

to modern/ism grew, Kle.fn' s reply ~as inevi tably a red<"'lbling of 

his oommi tme:nt to Alhe communi ty. Thrrlgh the memory of thEi 

, 
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pogroms of eastern Europe t the Bri tish failure' to fulfill the 

promises of the Balfour Declaration, the attempted destruction of . 
. 

European Jewry by the Nazis, and the repeated personal 
"J 

disappointments he suffered as an artist and public figure, Klein 

held 'tenaciously to the hope that Soclety ~ould one day recognlzP 

its 'true leaders and that from the eVlls of history a poetlc 

justice could be wrought. But despite h~s untiring.efforts ta 

resist social alienat~on, Klein found himself irresistibly dr~wn 

toward modern d~~pair. The destructive cycle of commitment and 

rejection took its t"oll. A. M. Klein, at the heigbt of his 

powers, having just begun ta receive substantial acclaim, 

wlthdrew from the world, becoming himself the archetype of the 
i 

alienated modern poet. 

• 
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CHAPTER THREE 

HISTORY AND, THE POET1C CONSTRUCT 

l'Portrait of the Poet as, Landsc~pe" presents A. M. Klein's 

fullest poetic rendering of the story of the archetypical 

moi::iernist., The elegiac treatment of the artist, hopelessly 

alienated from his society, invokes comparisons. with The 

Wp.stelBnd, "Hugh Selwyn Nauberly," and Rilke's Duino Elegies and 

Sonnets to Orpheus. 1 ~oreover, it is clear that Klein himself , 

envisioned the poem in such archetypically modern terms, 

"Portrai t" supplying his version of the modern story of "the poet 
~ 

[who] is so anonymously sunk 'into his environment that, in terms 
.., / 

of pa1nting, his portrait is merely landsc.ape'· (qtd. in "Complete 

Poetry") . 
.",-

Yet while the poem has obvious and substant1al significance . . 
as a modern testament, ïn a curious way it represents not 

modernism at the height' of triumphant defiance, but rather 

modernism tottering ~n the br~nl~ For t~e typically modern 
" 

~ . 
posi tians ~lein assu1Jles througho'ut "Portrait" are eroded, subtly 

but persistently, by an inc+easingly disintegrated sense of 

e"'xperience, one tr'at seems to move the poem out of the realm of 
'1 f 

modernlsm towa~d J the increasingly unsettled borders o-f the post-
, ."/' 

modern. My aim here is to understand something of the forces , 
im~eding Klein's attempt to maintain a modern position--in 

,.---

effect, to understand why it is so difficult for him to\b~ modern 
,~-

~ven at the height of his l modernity. But in order to understand 

this powerful dynamic as it informs'Klein's poetry,'it may be 

\ 
1 1 am indebted 

connection to me and 
unpublished work. 

, 
to Zailig Pollock for suggesting this Rilke 
for his generosity in sharing his 

;. 
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helpful flrst to und~rstand somethlng of the struggle of modern 

poetry at larg~ to sust~~~'itself in the face of its most 
"\ 

powerful opponen!-__ -t~~ur{fold1ng or' modern hlstory. And 1n 

seekîng to establish such a context, r'propose to focus on the 
\ 

attltudes of the poet who not only most fully embodles the modern D 

, 
~ttempt to construct a poetic response to history, but who, as we 

o ) 

wlii see, so str1klngly lnfluenced Klein, namely, Ezra Pound. 

l 

'. 
Ezra Pound percelved the problem of modernity to be 

essentially a corrSptlon of value. "The disease" of the past 

century and a half," he wrote, "lS abstractlon" ("Essays" 59), by 

whlch he seemed to me an an 1ncreaslng tendency toward the 

"dllutlon of knowledge" ("Essays" 60), through elther a 

prollferatlon of un~rue or useless lnformation or an lncrea~~ng 
soc 1 al obll v l ousness to ",true" value as expressed by certa1n 

gre~t works of art. Pound argued that while in past centuries 

and C1VllizatiQns "good art was a blessihg and ... bad art was 

crlminal and [society] spent some time and thought in trying to 

fi nd means whereby to di s tingui sh the true art from the sham, ,. in 

modern society, "we are asked if the arts are moral. 
./ 

asked to de{ine the relation of the arts to 

asked what poslt1on the arts are to hold in the ideal republic. 

And it is Obvl0usly the oplnio; of man y peoPl~. that the -arts 

had better not exist st aIl" ("Essays" 41) !SimP1Y restated. 

'~ . . ./ 
modern society had lost sight of truth and vài~e-as-~ey had 

existed in the pasto and, as a consequence, was wallowing in 
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med10crlty. Thus Pound's self-apP01nted mi~sion ~as to'restor~ a 

sense of value to society, a mlssion he hoped to fulf111 by 
C> 

revi v1ng the' true sp1ri t of the past, thereby ensurinlt the fut ure 

by re-estab11shing ~ome sort of positive historical cont1nuily. 

Many of Pound's poet1c strategies are clearly rplated to 

thlS deslre to cut through what he perceived to be the 

superf ie 1ali ty of moderni ty ln order to get a t li fe 's under l~' l Ilg 

and enduring values. Consider, for example, Pound's jplnitloll 

of Imagism: 

An fImage' is that which presents an intellectual 
uand emotional eomplex in an Instant of time [and] 
it is the presentation of such a fcomplex' 
~nstantaneously [emphaSls mIne) which glves that sense 
of sudden liberation; that sense of freedom fTom tlme 
lrmits and spaee limlts; that sense of sudden growth, 
wh1eh we experlence ln the presence of the greatest 
works of art. ("Imaglste" 200-01) 

The central 1mpulse here 1S clearly one toward the "dissolutIon 

of loglcal or grammatical relations" (Durant 25), WhlCh, llkt> thf~ 

technocrflt1c and circu1 tous rout~ favoured by' modern socIety, 

obscure the self-evldent truth~ealed in the Instantaneous 

presentatlon of the Image. Pound's attractIon to the Ideogram, 

and to vortlcism, is s1milarly eentred on a~ impulse to cut 

through the surface in order to get at the heart of the matter. 

Like the ima~e, the ideogram presents a complex of emotlonal and 

Intellectual Gontent aIl in a slngle instant so that what ia 

conveyed is not primarily literaI meaning, but rather a more 

fundamental sense of the relatidnships between the elements 

comprising the e6mplex. Vorticism, in seekini to eut' through the 

boundaries between art forms and to locate the artist in the 

stil! point of an obsessive!y moving wor!d, aiain moves beyond 

literaI meaning to the more fundamentai mess~es trapped beneath 
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the sùrface: first, that there are su ch still points or vantage 

points of truth to be had, and, second, that in the cultur~l 
, 

continui~y existing across art forms we may catch a glimpse of 

the true continuity of history. But lt is through his most 

endurlng strategy, the Juxtaposition of diverse historlcal and 

cultural alluslons, that the bellefs underlying Pound's poetic 

method are most apparen~. 

Expanding on the Orientalist Ernest Fenollosa's argument 

that the "Chinese w~itten character juxtaposes lmages that fuse 

in the reader's mind, Pound argues by analogy that juxtaposlng 

histories should shock the reader int~ recognition of the moral 

that unites them" (Ellmann 246). So the paradox at the heart ~f 

Pound's strategy for combat~ing the ills of modernity lS 

revealed: ln order to save hlstory one must effectively deny it. 

As William Harmon has argued, if Pound's aesthetic and 

consequently his social mission is dominated by any single 

element it is precisely this sense of the "unreality of 

historical time" (3). Just as Pound argued th~t through imagism 

one could esoape the aesthetic limitations of linear 

presentation, so he argued about hi.story that "aIl ages are 
b 

contemporaneous" ("Romance" 8), freeing the poet to move at will 

through space and time. Viewed from one perspective such a 

notion of history implies nothing more threatening th an the 

familiar and often nobly entertained modern notion that poetry 

and perhaps ,poets were what was required to prevent society from 

beina overtaken by a corrupt R~rception of value. But under more 

oareful scrutiny, these ideas appear to be considerably more 

problematio. 
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For example, Pound's notion of history raises a number of 

epistemological problems, such as the disavowal of any'-

distinction between history as a series of past events and 

history as it is recounted by the historian. Ordinarily, ane 

mIght expect that the subjec~ive processes involved in r~ndering 

a verSIon of the past would, by defirp.:ion, introduce some 

of self-consciousness or doubt abou~ the validity of the 

sense 

enterprise. Fo~ Pound, however, precisely the opposite is true: 

neither the subjective vision of the poet-historian, nor the 

potentiall~ fictive vehicle of language (especially highly 

metaphoric language), contrlbutes to uncertainty about the clairns 

being advanced. Rather, the arts provide us wi th "lasting and 

unassailable data regardIng the nature of man" in a clâssically 

scientifIc way2 ("Essays" 42). Thus, while the debate rnay 

continue with regardlto specifIc elements of Pound's ~heory of 

poetry, it is clear that he had tremendous confidence in the 

ability of poetry to respond to and indeed ta transcènd the 

unfolding of history. 

While it may seem contentious to invoke Pound as a model for 

Klein, the twa are, in fact, significantly connected. Deapite 

Klein's unequivocal animosity toward Pound, it is·clear that in 

many ways Klein was deeply influenced by him. Klein had more 

books by Pound in his library than by any other modern poet. As 

a lecturer in modern poetry at McGill University in the mid 1940a 

Klein had his students write parodies of Pound cantos, while he 

himself produced a brilliant example of auch a parody in the form 

~ 

2 See, for example, Ian F. A. Bell, Critic as Scientist: the 
Modernist Poetios of Ezra Pound (London: Methuen, 1981). 
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of a review of The Cantos in 1948. But most importantly, bo~h 

Klein and Pound shaped their careers as a response to a shared 

set of historical oircumstances so that while their politics were 

obviously violently opposed, Klein's ideal of the poet-statesman 

bears an undeniab~e resemblance to Pound's definition of the 
. 

social role of the poet. Thus, as Milton Wilson has argued that 

in "Political Meeting" "for one awful moment [we] see the shadow 

of Uncle Melech rising up behind the camillien1Houde. who is his 

parody" (94), so might we argue here that for ne awful moment we 

see the shadow 'of Joseph, the "Bible's Archetypical Poet," rising 

up behind the figure of Ezra Pound. 

Yet despite these compelling connections between Pound and 
1 

Kleln, ultimately, nothing could be more different than their 

attitudes toward history and, consequently, toward modernity. A~ 

a poet who allows no substantial challenge to his modern 

sensibility, Pound is at liberty to suppose the problem bf 

modernity to be a loss of value, to approach it as primarily 

aesthetic, and, indèed, to depend on the existence of art as an 
/ 

autonomous realm. For Klein the problem of modernity is not the 

loss of value but the problem of value assailed. As an 

unassimilated Jew, strong~ attached,to a multitude of living 

Jewish cultural and intellectual traditions, Klein's mission is 

'. 
not to reiQstate the values of the past but to defend their 

con~inued existence in the present against the advances of 

dominant and hostile cultures. Jewish historical experience, 

epitomized through the first half of the twentieth century, never 

allows the poet to stray very {'ar ~nto an abstract sense of 

history. Thus while Pound may have felt free to construct a 
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• 
poetic theorl based on the deniability of history, effectively 

recasting history in poetry's image, Klein cannot escape 

. history's manifest undeniability. No matter how great his desire 

to believe in the effectiveness of art as an autonomous realm, 

Klein's poems simply cannot resist the historical onslaught. 

Invariably, history cornes crashing through. 

II 

One of the most interesting ways of approaching Klein's 

modernity in its relation to hlstory ls by conslderlng his use of 
, 

traditional poetic forms. Two forms in particular, the sonnet 

and terza rima seem especially significant ln this regard. Both 

are forms to ~hich Klein retutned repeatedly from the earliesi io 
J 

the latest stages of his career, and both are linked to weighty 

traditions and are often used by Klein to lend a sense of ritual 

and order to the poetic moment. Moreover, as structures fd~mally 

implying their own closure, the sonnet and terza rima seem by 

their very nature to validate the notion of poetic autonomy. 

At first gl-ance, Klein's use of traditional forms recalls 

the modern strategies epitomized by Pound. Like Pound, Klein 

appears to be summoning tradition as an ally against the il1s of 

modernity. But on eloser examination it beeomes elear that 

whether'he is attempting to defy history through poetry, or to 

poetically represent the onslaught of history, Klein'invariably 

chronicles the assault on the notion of poetic autonomy. Thus, 

far from offering us a Poundian affirmation, Klein's poems tend 
\ 

consistently to re-enaet the failure of traditi~n • . 
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"Out of the Pulver and the Polished Lens" provides an 

excellent example of Klein's efforts to fashion a poet~c response 
\ 

to history. The poem recounts the excommuni~ation of the 

philosopher Spinoza by the Jews of Amsterdam on charges of 

heresy. But viewed more broadly, it plays out an early version 

of the story of the archetypical poet so central to Klein's 

entire career. Sp~noza bears a striking resemblance te Joseph in 

"The Bible's Archetypical Poet," thè- poet in "Portrait of the 

Poet as Landscape," the wandering Melech Davidson, and'the Jews, 

who as a people figured for Klein as a key example of the outcast 

poets in history. A truly creative individual, he is cast out by 

a society threatened by the unconventionality of his philosophy 

and while in exile realizes the secret of h1S own redemptlon. 

The poem ends with the image of Spinoza: 

plucking tulips 
Within the garden of Mynheer, forgetting 
Dutchmen and Rabbins, and consumptive fretting, 
Plucking hi~ tulips in the Holland sun, 
Re~embering the thought of the Adored, 
Spinoza, gathering flowers for the One, l 

~ , 
The ever-unwedded lover of the Lord. 

Invoking tradition in some of its Most resonant incarnations--

Renaissance humanism, Dutch painting, Christian chastity, and the 

return to Eden--Klein redeems his hero in an irresistible flood 

of associations. 

Perhaps even more remarkable, however, is the degree to 

which Klein rel~s on formaI symbolism to reinforce the 

redemptive sense of tradition lying at the heart of the poem. 

"Out of the Pulver and the Polished Lens" is symmet.rioally 

construoted~ consisting of nine sections, with four sections 

leadina up to the climactic central point and four moving away 
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from it toward the poem's resolution. The climaotic seotion, 

section V, is significantly se~ as pr~se: 

Reducing providence to theorems, the horrible atheist 
compiled such lore tha t proved, 1 ike prov""ing two and two make 
four, that in the crown of God we aIl are gems. From glass and 
dust of glass he brought to 11ght out of the pulver and the 
polished lens, the prism and the flying mate; and hence the 
infinitesimal and infinite. 

ls it a marvel, then, that he forsook the abracadabra of the 
synagogue, and holding with timelessness a duologue, deciphered il 

new scripture in the book? ls it a marvel that he left old froud 
for passion Intellectual of God? 

At first glance, the section appears to function largely as a 

narrative centerpiece conveying an encapsulated version of both 

the previous four sections and of the materlal about to follow. 

In fact, as several critics have noticed, the passage has formaI 

significance beyond its structural importance as the centre of 

the poem. Klein's account of Spinoza's dlscovery of the 

"infinitesimai and the infinite" "out of the pulver and the 

polished lens" is ln fact no11 prose but prose concealing a 

sonnet. Thus, what Klein has produced is not merely a 

description of Spinoza's moment of discovery, but a self-

reflexive formaI construct which compels the reader literally to 

emulate the poetic moment; as Spinoza discovers his truth in 

revealing the lens hidden' in the unshaped glass, so the reader 

discovers the sonnet. And the message underlying both Spinoza's 

and the reader's moment of discovery is clear: beneath the 

prosaic chaos of exile lies the redemption of hidden reason and 

form. 

-
In its strong affirmation of the power of poetry to effect 

Klein's most Poundiap ,poem. But having begun my discussion of 

Klein's formaI strategies with this most persuasive and moving of 
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his early works, 1 must now note that in ter,ms of itsGaffirmation, 

of formaI power, "Out of the Puiver and the Polished Lens" is 

virtually unique in KIein's poetic oeuvre. As Zailig Pollock has 

argued, the poem, while at first a favorite of Klein's, was one 

he eventually carne to disl1ke. One of the two paems selected to 

represent Klein in the New Provinces anthology, "Out of the 

Pulver and the Polished Lens" was excluded from aIl future 

readings and publicat4ons, including a Selected Poems typescript 

which Klein assembled in 1955. Moreover, Klein appears to have 

at tempted to retract "Pui ver" by replacing i t wi th a short lyric 0 

entitled: "Sp1noza: On man, on the Rainbow," which first appeared 

as a revision to section seven of the poem. To follow Pollock's 

reason1ng, the later poem is essentially a dialectical rewriting 

of the first and is ultimately favoured by the later Klein, whose 

think~ng was increasingly dominated by an interest in the 

dialectic. Considering the social implications of Pollock's 

argument, one sees very clearly that what Klein was rejecting was 

a poem which, however beautifully, valorizes the alienation of 

the artist from his community. For it is not the community or 

even the relationship between the community and the creative 

individuai Spinoza redeems, but art and the artistic self. It is 

difficult to imagine Klein dismissing the community so 

unsympathetically or taking such a callow view of tradition lat~r 

in his career. As we will see, it is a stance which finds little 

support elsewpere in his work. 

_A lat~:r -R0em, "Sonnet Unrhymed," displays rather a different 
-- ---- ~-------- -- ---------- --- --- --- -- - ---

atti tude t,oward the dynamic between poetry and history. Hidden 

in its lack of rhyme, as the sonnet in "Out of the Pulver and the 
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Polished Lens " lS hidden in prose, "Sonnet Unrhymed" di ffers in 

that it is not simply disguised and awaitina discovery, but 
. 

genuinely and deliberately formless. An unrhymed Petrarchan 
~ 

sonnet with fruitless copulation as its subject, the poem 

addresses the problem of form w1thout consequence or the 

consequences of an undue emphasis on form. Coupling the notion 

of contraception with the us~ of the traditional form, the poem 

presents a strlking inversion of the Poundian ideal. Rather lhun 

affirming the power ol traditIon ta revivify the past, the poem 

rudely exposes the poet's self-serving activity, making him a 

contemptible object of study for the future generatlons whose 

eXIstence he has ·prevented. 

When, on the frustraI summit a} extase, 
--the le aven of my loins to no life spent, 
yet vIsion, as aIl senses, sharper, --1 
peer the vague forward_and flawed prism of Time, 
many the bodies, my own birthmark bearing, 
and many the faces, like my face, 1 see: 
shadows of generation looking backward 
and crying Abba in the muffled night. 

They beg creation. From the far centuries 
they move against the vacuum of their murder, 
yes, and thei~ eyes are full of such reproach 
that although tired, l do wake, and watch 
upon the entangled branches of the dark 
my sons, my sons, my hanging Absaloms. 

Condemned ta the raIe of historical villain, the poet must endure 

the stares of thefeternally unborn, the sonnet form standing here 

as damning evidence of the poet's wilful disengagement from 

history. Particularly resonant in this regard is the closing 

line of the octave where poetry and history collide in a single 
~ 

ward. Abba is'the Hebrew ward for father, but it is also the 

rhyme scheme for the first q.uatrain of a Petrarchan sonnet--abba. 

"" Thus the mut11ed cry constitutes a dual lament, at once mouuhing 
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the poet's et~~ his social oblIgation to future 

generatio and "the emasculation of a poetic traditi~n as it is 

forced in 0 an hIstorical context that can no longer meanidgfully 

~upport it '. J 

Similar tensions are evident ln Klein's use of terza rima in , 

hlS poems; "Design, for Medlaeval Tapestry" clearl~ displays thlS 
" 

basic conflict. Like many of Klein's works, "Design for t:iediaeval 

Tapestry" lresents a serie~)of related poe:s, which, from a 

variety of perspectives, examine a single subject, ~ this case, 

the persecutlon of Jews in a Medieval town." Framed by opening 

and closing material, the poem oomprises ten sections, each of 

which offers a reflectlon on the experience of violent anti-

Semitism. The effectiveness of intellectual or philosophical' 

responses ta history is thus centrally at issue in the poem as 

the unifying effect of terza rima is sharply played off against 
o • 

the speciousness or ineffectuality of the attempt to respond to 

chaos portrayed'within each section. 

Sorne of the poem's spokesmen seek viaple responses to the 

violence of their situation. "Nahum-this-is-also-for-the-good" 

argues that" ,. 
The wrath of God is juste His punishment, 
Is most desirable. The flesh of Jacob 
Implores the scourge. For this ~as Israel meant. 

Similarly, "Ezekiel the Simple opines:" 

If we will fast for fort y days; 1f we 
Will read the psalms thrice over; if we offer 
To God some blossom-bursting litany, 

And to the poor a portion of the coffer; 
If we don sack-cloth, and Jet ashes Tain 
Upon our heads, despite the boor and scoffer, 

Certes, these things will never be again.-
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In both cases, Klein's presentati9n of these solutions is clearly 

bitterly ironie •. But in the lat~er instanoe, the naïveté of 

Ezekiel's belief is especially emphasized by Klein's use of the 

perfect formaI ending of the verse. ~he single line' standing 

apart from the previous tercets, is meant to convey a sense of a 

final, grand affirmation. Clearly, however, the moment is not 
/ 

one of ideologieal triumph, b.ut of terrible pathos, as the lhrust 

of the poem as a whole simply demo*ishes this, as it does aIl of 

the poem's solutions. 

Other sections of the poem convey the thoughts 0f those who 

have alrea~y been pushed beyond hope of a solution and who are 

effecti vely paralyzed by their sense of injustice .. Dani el 

Shochet eonsiders the unending displacement of the Jew: 

The toad seeks out its mudj the mouse discovers 
The nibbled holej the sparrow'owns its nestj 
About the blind mole earthy shelter hovers. 

J 

Th-À louse avers the head where i t is guest j • 
EvJn the roach ealls sorne dark fent his dwelling: 

~But Israel owns a sepulchre, at best. 

"Isaiah Epicure!" ostensibly mirroring the poem's dissatisfactl.on 

with attempts to philosophize away historical reality, is eqoally 

ineffeetive in his inability to move beyond the absolute materl.al 

experienee of physical suffering: 

Seek reasons; rifle your theology; 
Philosophizej exp end your dialectic; 
Deeipher and translate God's diary; 

Diseover eauses, primaI and eclectic; 
I cannot; aIl 1 know is this~ 
That pain doth render flesh most sor~'and hectic; 

Most interesting, perhaps, is the treat~ent Klein reserves 

for those seeking li terary solu'tions to historieal problems. 
, 

Solomon Talmudi, the schoIar, seeks to win immorta11ty through 
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the explication of .arcane religious texts. Claiming to have 
. . 

found the perfect textual unit y, Talmudi posits the "simple 

sentence broken bf no commas," which will. render the teachings of \ 

scholars from,as~i to Aquin~ obsolete. Ultimately, his 

~nord~nate belle/,in the p~er of exegesis is cruel~y repaid when 

his màn~script, his "chari against mortality," is unceremoniously 
// 

burned. An even crueler fate awaits the figure of Judith, who 

has based her expectations not simply on the presumed 

truthfulness bf a text, but on a specifically literary model. In 
~ 

the section enti tled 11 Judi th makes comparisons," her fai th in the 

chlvalric tradition collides violently with her real situation. 

While Judi th expects the approaching knight to sing of "tru.,th, 
t 

chivalry, and honour," she finds herself, instead, "wrestling" 

wi th a "cross-marked va'I'let," who bears li ttle resemblance to the 
) 

knights of her literary experience. He , Klein seems especially 

ahxio~s to impress the reader with tHe angers of Judith's folly 
~ olI) 

as the terza rima, otherwis~ regular thr ghout the poem, at this 

point.begins to break down. ~The visu 1 succession of tercets 
\ or / 

collapses into a single'block, while the line "Judith had heard a 

troubadour" is ironically repeated, turning'the rhyme scheme in 
~. \ 

on itself so that it regresses back to rather than progressing 

away from ~he origi~al 8b~. The third tercet altogether abandons 

the prescribed pattern of rhyme: 

Judith had heard a troubadour 
Singing beneath a castle-turret 
Of truth, chivalry, and honour, 
Of virtue, and of gallant,merit,-
Judith had heard a troubadour 
Lauding' ~he parfait knightly spirit 
Singing beneath the ivied wall. 
The cross-marked varlet Judith wrestled 
Was not like these at aIl, at aIl ••• 

ft 
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Judith's misfortune, brought on by her literary delusions, lS 86 .. 
great that it seems to MOye beyond the poem's predominant ironie 

strategy of interweaving perfect form with horrifie coritent. 

Here, the bitterness is simply overwhelming, and the devastation 

of content precipltates the devastation of form. An even more 

striking example of the ineffectiveness of poetry as a response 

to history is provided by Klein' s use ,of terza rima in The 
, 

Hi tleriad. 
1 

Confronted with the contemporary horror of Hitler's rise to 

power, Klein, in THe Hitleriad, momentarily loses' his sense of 

the limits of poetry in re~sing the i11s of modernity. 

Remarking to James Laughlln that he saw the poem as a summons to 

"the prophetie indignations of (his] ancestors .(qtd. in "Complete 

Poetry"),1 Klein' clearly sought to validate his positio~ ~y 

association with -the great literary traditions of the pasto Thua 
o / 

relyi~g heavi1y bn the welght of traditional forms and 

unfortunate1y ignoring the lesson of "Design for Mediaeval . 
Tapestry," Klein here resorts to a recognizably Poundian 

strategy, but it is a strategy that he cannot effectively 

sustain. The extended u~ of such 'highly ar~ifiC~&l forme 

ul timately tri vializes the historical co'ntent and, in turn, 

reinforces our sense of the limits of liter~ry satire. Rather 
e, 

than succumb to the ,fo~mal persuasion of traditi~n and 

civilization, history simply shatters the formaI strateaies of 

the poem. 

The gl~ring tension between the poem's form a~d content is 

evident in section XXI~ where Kl\in employs terza ~ima to 

describe Hitler's sel~-qeclaration of ~odhood: 
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Nor did he merely wage h~s war on Man. 
Against the Lord he ralsed his brazen brow, 
Blasphemeà H~s name, His works, contemned H~s plan, 

Himself a god anno~ced, and bade men bow 
Down to hls image, ând its feet of clay! ... 

Here, the ritual solemnlty of the terza rlma cnnf,ronts the 

48 

demagogic corruptlon of r~tual perpetrated by H~tler ~n declar1ng 

h Imsel f a god. However, the terza r 1ma, far from harnesslng 

Hitier's (evIl, seems increaSlngly bombastlc and 1neffectual as 
{ ~ 

stanza aft~r stanza of eV1l lS revealed: 

The pagan, named for beasts, was born again. 
The holy days were gone. The Sabbath creed 
Unfit for slaves, superfluous to hlS reign, 

Stood unobserved. the nine-month-llttered breed 
Traduced thelr parents to the Gestapo; 
Adulterous, the stud-men spawned thelr seed. 

In the flnal stanza Kleln attempts to formally represen~ the 
) 

collapse of civiliz~tion by.allowing the metre to be overrun by 

the surge of the crOwd as lt~roaFs its approval of the demagogue. 

In a perverse parody of the tripartite terza rima form, the final 
.-

rhyme lS rel terated three times, 'line after llne, unt11 at last 

it finds its resting place ln an animal incarnation: 

He ralsed aloft 
UPo~he square 

, Roare. C----

c 

the blood-stained sword; 
the heathen horde 

Bu~(unl ike the Judi th episode in "Design for Mediaeval Tapestry," 
~ 

the gesture here i~ ~oo calculated and facile. The overall 

effect is one of deluded self-satisfaction as the poem ultimately 
"-

fails to add~s the material at hand in a serious way. 

Ye't despi te i ts shortcomings, The Hi tleriad ought not to be 

simply dismissed. Even with lts strange mismatch of oontent and 

form, th~ poem f9reshadows one of Klein's most masterful uses of 
$' 
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a tradltional form and, indeed, one of his greatest poetic 

aehievements, "Polit~cal Meeting." 

In "Pol i tlcal Meeting," a marked sh i ft in Klein' s 

sensibility beeomes apparent, for while the familiar interplay 

be~een the poem and the event it deseribes is still evident, the 

strong binary oppositions eharaeterizing earlier work are 

eonspicuously absent. Good and evil, form and content, give way 

to complex and ambiguous sociâl and poetie dynamics. For 

example, the 

~ction XXIV 

dangerous idolatry, corrupt rltual, and mob rule of 

of The Hi tleriBd aIl re-appear in "Poli tieal , 
Meet lng," but thlS time, ins idlously, they do not bear the 

Insignia of eVII. Rather, the presence of eVll suggestlvely 

pervades the poem, mlngling lnvisibly wlth good. Llke the 

priests, whose "equivocal absence is felt llke a breeze that 

gives curtains the sounds of surpllees," good and eVll shimmer 

together, at once offering relief from the stifling heat of the ... 

audit6rium and exploiting the guilty vuinerabiiity of the crowcl 

overfiowing into the street. Simi 1ar ly, the ora tdr, in sha rp 

contrast to the figure of Hltler, exudes an unsettllng ambiguity 
o 

of intent. Rather th an preeipitate an obvious shower of evil, 

the ominous appearance of the orator--"The Orator has risen! "--

unexpectedly shifts the mood of the poem to one of homey and 

comfortable ihtimacy. The orator is strangely familiar, yet at 

the same time he is clearly not one of Klein's obvious 

demagogues. Not a self-appointed idolybut a publicly acclaimed 

one, he is "Their i<;lol," "Worshipped and loved, theIr'favourite 

visitor,/ a country uncle with sunflower seeds ïn his pockets." 
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Suggesting a compelling connection ta the episode in The 

Second 'Seroll where the strangers from Ratno appear at the 

narrator' s home, the 'moment is one which gravi tates toward a 

disturbing çonfluence of familiarity and evil. Like Houde, the 

European strangers overcome their unfamiliarity by producing 

sunflower seeds from their pockets, a gesture whiéh, the ~arrator 

tells us has the po~ér to evoke his entire childhood. 1 But as 

in "Pol i tical Meeting," the understat.~d intimacy of the moment is 

soon flooded by eVIl, ln t~s case, by news of t~e recent pogrom 

inl'~atno. Unable to reslst the childlike desire ta accept 

sunflower seeds from an outstretched hand, one IS faced wlth the 

reallzablon that, at best, the offerlng is meant ta serve as an 

amulet against eVll and, at worst, as a lure toward It. In any 

event, until the ,evil itself has been revealed, one motivatIon is 

Indlstingulshable from the other. 

This signIficant move away from bInary oppositIons is 

equally evident in Klein' s use of terza rima in "Poli tlcal 
, 

Meeting." In the poems we have previously examined, Klein J s 

formaI strategy is clearly, based on a strong sense of social 

arder and disorder. Whether employing tradition and poetlc 

regulari ty earnestly, as in "Out of the Pulver and the Polished 

Lens", or ironically, as in The H~t1eriad, Klein est'ablishes a 

? 
clear oppositIon between ordet and disorder evident ln the formal 

'. 

arder ortdisorder.of the poetic structure. Formal poetic 

dQsruption, or an ironic use of form, is used to signify a more 

broadly signific~ant set of social candi tions. But in "Poli tical 

Meeting" quite a different strategy 18 employed. 

~ T 

3 See The ~Second Sarall 011-13. 

\ . 
Unlike earlier 
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poems which tend to move from formaI regularity to symbolic 

disruption, "Poli tical Meeting" offers us no such unmistakable , 

oppositions. Whlle the poem maintains its regular succession of 

tercets until the climax of the poem, the rhyming pair of li~S 
within each tercet is lrregular. 

One interesting consequence of this loosening of structure 

lS a paradoxical reinforcement not of certalnty but of 

uncertainty in the poem. Rather than slmply reinforcing a sense 

of order, the traditional form here conveys a compelllng sense of 

the ideological confusIon experienced by the crowd assembled in 

the hall. Like the priests, who are at once there and not 

there, and the orator, who lS both hero and demagogue, the ter~a 

rima, in its tentative incarnation, at once valldates and 

subverts the ritual being played out in the poem. Like the 

alouette, the traditional Québecois anthem of commun1ty, the 

terza rima is invoked in an appeal to tradition. But as the blrd 

is "snared" and "plucked," "throat, wings, and Ilttle Ilmbs," il 

becomes clear that nervous appeals to tradition here yield 

unexpected ~r,l ts. Despi te the apparent" joculari ty" of 

hall and of th~poet's manipulation of form, startllngly, 

the 

the 

people and' the poet bath find themselves ln the midst not of 

rituals of unification but rather of dismemberment. Even more 

paradoxical, however, are the revelations which awalt the poet'B 

move toward formaI regularity at the poem's close. 

Viewed from a social perspectIve, "Polltical Me~t1ng" 

addresses a number of Klein's deépest and moat endurini concerna. 

Most ObVlously, it has as its subject, the ideological 

exploitation of the Québecois by corrupt political leaders durin, 
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the 1940s and the consequent aggravation of alarming fascist 

sympathies. But even more broadly, th~ poem plays out the social 

paradigm whic~ so consistently dominated Klein's ~hinking. 
,-

Basically, the poem represents the unification of a community 

experiencing great historical strain. Unfortunately, however, 
~ 

the version of the dynamic we see played out in "Political 

Meeting" is a dangerous parody of the communal unification Klein 

ideally envisioned. The orator, appealing to values dear to both 
, 

the Québecois and to Klein, manipulates the assembly, engendering 

a false and dangerous unification: 

The whole street wears one face, 
shadowed and gr~m; and ~n the darkness rises 
the body-odour of raçe.O 

. èi 
Slgnificantly, lt is in bUIlding toward this conclusion that 

Klein chooses to redeèm his lost rhyme scheme.. eonveYlng the 

parodie transformation of a community lnto a hostIle mob in 

perfect terza rima. What then are we to understa~d by this 
,> 

unequivocal and violent inversion of the modern idealization of 

old poetic forms? 

Clearly, it is in "Politieal Meeting" that poetry and 

history at last come face to face; in the orator the poet has met 
~ 

his match. Like the poet, the orator is full of "wonderful 

moods, tricks, imitative talk." And, indeed, at this point one 

can hardly avoid wondering who i8 imitating whom. Using the very 
, 

strategy that was meant to constitute a prescription against the 

ills of modernity--the appeal to tradition--the orator has 

transformed the poet's remedy into poison. Klein's ehronie 
ù 

diseomfort with, the claims ~f modernism suddenly becomes aeute. 

In "Political Meeting" it becomes an undesrl,able fact that poetry 
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and history do not exist in isolation from one another and that 

positing art as an autonomous realm may delay but will not 

indefinitely postpone a confrontation with history. Moreover, 

the poem insists that we recognize the impossibility of 

constituting an effective'poetic response to history, for if It 

teaches us anything it is that despite the alluring clalms of 

Poundian modernism, history and the poetic construct are 

ultimately inseparable. 

One final poem, "Sestina on the Dialectic", moves us even 

beyond the str/klng revelations of "Poli tlcal Meeting" to KleIn' s 

most radical transformation of a poetic tradition. As KleIn WBS 

Hell aware 1 the sestina is "one of th-e oldest forms of verse 

(qtd. in "Complete Poetry"). Conslsting of six stanzas of SIX 

lines apiece and a concluding three line envoy or tornadB, the 

sestina derives its structure not from rhyme but from a 

manlpulatIon- of the end words of each of the six lines comprlsihg 

the opening stanza. The form was invented by the medieval poet 

Arnault Dantel, but more importantly, as Klein himself noted, one 

of the few poets to attempt the form in English before him was 

Ezra Pound. 

For a number of reasons, it is clear that in alluding'to 

Pound, the sestlna Klein had in mind was Pound's highly reputed 

"bloody sestina," properly titled "Sestina: Altaforte." Noting 

with regard to the form of the sestina that "the second stanza 18 

a folding of the first, and the third ... a folding of the second 

... ," Klein directly echoes Pound's own description ~f the 

sestina as "a form lik. a thin Sh7t of flam. folding and 
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infolding upon itself" ("Romance" 27).4 Additionally, Klein's 

remark that Dante had Daniel Arnault [sic] "justly placed in 

Hell" is clearly a confused referen~e to the Epigraph of Pound's 

... poem: "Dante Alighi.eri put this man in hell, for that he was a 

stirrer-up of strife," which in fact refers not to Arnault but to 

Bertran de Born upon whose poem Pound's sestina is based. 

Pound's rendering of Bertran's poem, like the original, is a 

glorification of war: 

The man who fears war and squats opposing 
My words for stour, hath no blood of crimson 
But is fit only to rot in womanish peace 
Far from where worth's won and the swords clash 
For the death of such sluts l go rejoicing; 
Yea, l fill aIl the air with my muslc. 

And though Pound tentatively admitted that the "shrill neighs of 

destriers in battle ... " were "more impressive before 1914 than 

... since 1920" ("Romance" 48), like Bertran, he perceived a 

sense of social order in the field of battle. It is out of 

conflict, Pound argued, that civilization will arise: 

Better one hour's stour than a year's peace 
With fat boards, bawds, wine and frail music! 
Bah! there's no wine like the blood's crimson! 

"May God damn for ever ,aIl who cry 'Peace 1 !" As Peter Brooker has 
1-

"noted, in writing the sestina Pound, characteristically, 

"r ev i v if i es Be rtran thr~~gh hi scan temlorary Arnau t " ( B rooke r 

44). But what prec~sely does Bert~aR iepresent for Pound, and 

what perceptions and values attend his revivification? 

For Pound, Bertran's importance exceeds his contribution as 

a poet. Bertran appears as an archetypical hero, a man "who sang 

of his Lady Battle, as St. Francis [sang] of Poverty " 

t Klein actually owned a copy of The Spirit of Romance. 
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("Romance 44) and whose "passàges on the joy of war ••• enter the 

realm of the uni versaI" ("Romance fi 46). Bertran ~ppears in 

Dante's i~erno holding his "severed head by the halr, swiniing 

in his hancn like a lantern" ("Romance" 45), reflecting the crime 

of having incited the schism between Henry II and his brother 

Richard the Lionhearted.& But interestingly, for Pound, the 

headlessness of the hero does not signify defeat. Rather, the 

strange duality paradoxically bears witness to the unyielding 

spirit of monolithic figures, who engage courageous!y against one 

another. Un!ike King Richard, whom Pound mocks by referrlng to 

him in his renderlng of Bertran' s poem as "yea and nay," Bertran 

is a hero in that he bears hlS dividedness, his severed head, as 

a sym~l of illuminatlon. "'Thus," declares Bertran, "is the 

counterpass (Iaw of retribution) observed in me" ("Romance" 45). 

These sarne values are refiected in Pound's formaI rendering 

of "Sestina: Aitaforte." 'In applying the ri gour of the sestina 

in "translating" a poem not originally written in that form, 

Pound reinforèes the notion of formaI poetic rigour as an emblem 

of courage and rigour in the world at lar~e. Except for very 
1 

minor deviations, Pound adheres faithfully to the difficult form, 

choosing end words that boldly proclaim hlS purpose: 'peace', 

'music', 'clash', 'QPposing', 'crimson', 'rejolClng'. As a form 

whlch funct10ns essentially by juxtaposltion, as a fixed set of , 

terms 'aré presented and re-presented in a variety of 

arrangements, the sestina provides the idea! vehic!e for Pound's 

idiosyncratic historicism. 

5 S~e Inferno, Canto XXVIII. 
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In Klein's sestina one finds no trace of either literaI or 

metaphorical monoliths; here there is only the dialectic, 

"braided, wicker and withe," so pervasive that "there's not a 

sole thing that from i ts workings will not out." Again, the 

difference between Pound's perception of the problem of modernity 

and Klein' s comes to the fore. Pound sees "the standards gold, 

vair, purple, opposing," while for Klein: 

•.. dynasties and dominions downfall so! Flourish to flag 
and fail, are potent to a pause, a panic precipice, to a 
picked pit, and thence--rubble rebuilding,--still rise 
resurrective,--and now we see them, with new doers in dominion! 
They, too, dim out. 

But even beyond the obvious contrast of the political right 

versus the political left, fundamental dlfferences be~ween the • 
poets' attitudes prevail. Klein does not simply seize Pound's 

mocking "yea and nay," transform~ng i t into "yes yeasts to No, 

and No is numinous with Yes." For although Klein lS clearly 

appealing to the dialectic as a way of making sense of h~story, 

here, as in the other poems we have examined, history cannot be 

mediated by the poetic construct. In Klein's hands, even the 

dialectic becomes subject to its own process of transformation, 

'yielding not synthesis but perpetuaI uncertainty: 

o just as the racked one hopes his ransom, so l 
hope it, name it, image it, the together-living, the 
together-with, the final synthesis. A stop. 

But sa it never will turn out, returning to the rack 
within, without. And no thing's still. 

The formaI difficulty and obscurity of the poem reflect this 

sense of the uncontainability of history. I~deed, in a sense, 

Klein's very choice of the s~tina form verges on the absurdo 

The poem is sa thoroughly enja~ed and the defining end words so 
.... 

inconspicuous--'with', 'a', 'ta', 'out', 'so', 'still'--that 

.. 
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the form is effectively unrecognizable. Like "Out of t,he Pulver 

and the Polished Lens," "Sestil;'a on the Dialectic" consti tutes a 

response to Poundian poetic strategies. But unlike the sonnet in 

"Pulver," which adopts the Poundian strategy by depending on a 

notlon of truth as poetic revelation, the "Sestlna," also a poem 

set as prose, attacks the Poundian view, arguing rather for truth 

as poetic dissolution. 

At this point we may re-approach "Portrait of the Poet as 
"\. 

Landscape" wi th a new sensi ti vi ty to )-he uneasy moderni ty i t 

displays. For while the poem presents itself in unmistakably 

modern terms--as a confrontation of the troubled relatlonshlp 

between the artist and soclety--it also consistently undermineR ~~ 

i ts own defiance. Perpetually threa'tened by the forces of 
history and thus never truly at ease with idealizations of art or 

the artist's role, ~leln, even in this, his most archetypically 

modern poem, is ultimately unable to sustaln a modern stance. 

The most obvious dynamic in "Portrait of the Poet as 
, 

Landscape" is that of the dialectic which, although lt has its 

negative aspect, eventually transforms the poet from alienated 

outcast to "n~ b Adam" in a poetic Garden of Eden. Moreover, in 

moving from the pandering "ventriloquism" of the false poets to 

the "naming" and "praising" of th1 "first green inventory," the 

poem appears to redeem both the poet and the soéial status of his 

whole "declassé craft." But while one might thus characterize ~ 

the mood of the poem as one of guarded optimism, another equally 

fqrceful dynamic undercuts the first, throwing its optimism into 

serioui doubt. Progressively, the forces of fragmentation erode 

not simply the triumph/of the poet, but, indeed, the very notion 
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of dialectical historic~progress, until, ultimately, with both 

the poetic indLv~dual and his sense of experience under attack, 

the oontext of the poem tips over from the social and modern to 

the epistemological and post-modern. 

Increasingly, the poet "thinks an imposter ... has come 

"* forward to pose / in the shivering vacuums his absence leaves." 

It is a vacuum filled by various identities throughout the poem: 

"the corpse in a detective story," "a Mr. Smith in a hotel 

register," "the Count of Monte Cristo"; the n tb Adam is merely 

the last in the parade of "schizoid soli tudes." And what of the 

poet's role? Does not the "naming" and "praiSlng" "item by 

exciting item" bear a disturbing resemblance to the 

disintegrating experience of the false poets? While they "court 

angels," he "makes a halo of his anonymity." They "stare at 
0/ 

mirrors" and he at his "single camera vielol." They go "mystical 

and mad"; he seeks new senses, new life forms, new creeds. The 

poet may "love the torso v~rb, [~nd] the beautiful face of the 

noun," but does he himself not "mistake the part for the whole, 

t 
curl [himself] in a comma •.. make a. colon [his] eyes"? And what 

of the dialectic, Klein' s model of hist,ory i tself? For al though 

it is on the upward swing of the pendulum that the poet climbs, 

"the better to look •.. upon this earth--its total scope," it is 

equally along this great arc of modernism that he descends, 

"wigged with his laurel", until he finds himself, at last, alone, 

"shin[ing] like phosphorus. At the bottom of the sea." 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE NARRATIVE MESSIAH 

Although it is a novel deeply engaged with history, The 
.. 

Second Serol1 ~s not an historical novel. If ~ approach it as 

~ if it were historical, that i8 t~ say, as if its most obvious 

purpose were to convey a unified and coherent account of eastern 

European Jewish history from the ~ms to the founding of the 

State of Israel, we meet with s~nificant textual resistance. 

The novel's complex structure, its deliberate evasion of genre, 

lts layering of historieal accounts, and its self-referentiality 

aIl serve to obscure as much as clarify the history which i9 the 

novel's ostensible object. Yet The Second Seroll ia deeply 

engaged with history, -and if it is not an·historieal novel what 

kind of novel is it? Klein himself suggests an avenue of 

approach when he declares the novel)s central concarn to be 

"messianic" (qtd. in Mayne, "Symposium" 12), for as we shall see, 

it is a designation whieh connotes a complex and parad~xical 

relationship to history. 
1 

As Gershom Scholem explains: "Jewish Measianism is in its 

origins and by its nature .•• a theory of catastrophe" 

("Messianic" 7) whose "influence is exercised almost excl"~Jvely 
under the conditions of the exila as a primary reality of Jewish 

li fe and Jewish history" ("M.ianic" 2). Moreover, Scholem 

characterizei the redemption sought through Jewish Messianism not 

as privately spiritual, but as broadly social, "as an event which 

takes place pub~icly, on the stage of history and within the 

communi ty" ("Messianic ft 1). In other words, Messianism in a 

.'1 
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. . Jewlsh fontext is indicative of a responsiveness to historieal 

---

,( 

and not religious imperatives. However, while Jewish Messianism 

is, in this sense, obviously an historical phenomenon, 

paradoxieally, it is also extra-historieal in that "the magnitude 
;1 

of the Mess ianie idea corresponds ,. not'io historieal engagement 

but to an ~forced disengagement, to "thé endless powerlessness 
o 

[of the Jews] during aIl the centuries of exile when [they were] 

unprepared to come forward onto the plaQe of world history" 

( "Mess ianie" 35). In this light, Jewish Messianism May elearly 
~ 

be seen as an- interprétive strategyo for responding to an 

unavoidable and catastrophie series of events. And in so 

displaying this strong narrative aspect, in seeking, in effeet, 

to deliver meaning out of chaos, Jewish Messia~ism reveal~ itself 
..J(' 

to be not an historieal, but rather, a profoundly 

historiographieal phenomenon. 

Klein eorroborates this view of Messianism by defining his 

Messianie quest in~erms whieh are obviously more soei&l than 

spiritual. While ~eleeh Davidson funetions as~essianic symbol 

in the novel; he is not himself, nor does he embody, the notion 

" of the Messiah as a spiritual individual with primarily spiritual 
( 

concerns. Rather, as Klein asserts, "the Messiah is, or is'of, 

or ls in, the ubiquitous:~n~~ymiti of univ~rsal Jewry's all~ 
- ...>''6 

inc~usive generation" (qtd. in Mayne, "Symposium" 25);' he is the 

"anonymouB fractions of total Jewry, in the hour of its great , 

calamity diseovering new strength and resource': (qtd. in Mayne, 

"Symposium" 13). Like ~cholem, Klein sees the Messianie funetion' 
.,. 

to be primarily the re-enfranchisement of a disenfranchised ~ 

people. But here, in Klein's aecount, it is the telling of 
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history, in effec-i', the fashioning of the historioiraphioal, 

narrative, which is brought to the fore. "The search for [the 

Messiah] runs simultaneous with the seareh for Israel's poetic 
, 

prineiple'," Klein tells us, "they are one and the same" (qtd. in 

Mayne, "Symposium" 13). 
, 

It is my contention that The Second Seroll, if i t is to be 

read as a Messianic novel, is best read as one that posits a 

redeeming historiographieal narrative--a narrative Messiah--as 

the abject of its Messianic quest. Thus, it is my intention ta 

approaph The Second Seroll as historiographical, as a narrative 

about narratives about history, in which Klein e~p~res the idea 
( / . ,/ 

that to forge one's ~n narrative is to be 

destiny. Only from su~h a meta-historieal 

th~lmaster of one's 

~, .' 
perspectlve can we 

begin to unrav~l the complex of narrative strategie~ the novel 

presents and understand something of t~e struggla of Klein, the 

novelist, to make sense ôf the chaos of history. 

The fundamental historiographical problem addressed in ThPy ," 

Seeond Serall is defined br the protagonist, Melech Davidson, as 

'" he shifts his allegiance from one form of discourse ta another--

the Talmud, Marxism, Catholicism, Zionism--in search of th~ 

naijr_ati ve .bontext that will render history meanlngful. ls he 

"'" writes in bis letter from the refugee camp at Bari, "counting 

over and over again the puny alpha.bet,ical, files' to which we have 

been reduQed" (25), it is the Jewish narrator's task to "compose 
" 

backwa-Pds from these human indices t,he book of our chronicle" 

(24). And.while it initially falls ta Melech to f~8hion auah a 
J, 

~ 

restorative acoount, it is equally the task of~eleoh'~ 
, ~ 

the~arrator, and irtdeed, of the author himself~.de8pite . ~ 
(J .~ '-. 

nep'hew, 

iheir 

• 
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InCFeasing distanee~from the centre OJ the text. Thus, wha t we 

see,in thè triple narrative of The Seoond Soroll is not a graduaI 

distancing of the narrator from the novel's historiogra~al 

concerna, that is to say, a movement away from history to an 

Inereasingly abstract concern with narrative per se, but rather 

the resta~ent of an Inescapable, hlstorieally rooted problem 
" 

from one gene~~~to the next. But what preelsely is Involyed 

in fashioning auch a narrative, and more importantly, what is 

' .... >..-' 

1 flnally at stake?, 

Ha~en White has argued that the value of narratlvity ln the 

rendering of an historleai account lies ln the narratIve 

endowment of morailty and meanlng. Selecting and arranging 

historleai detalls, the historlan-narrator produces an account of 

past events whieh lS sympathetic ta a particular set of socia·l 

and personal prlorlties. If we look to Uncle Melech as a model 

of the Jewlsh narrator, we see that, indeed, his chronlcle of 

reeent Jewish history, at least in part, answers this 

description; his most evident priority is to Iend bath fiteral 

and moral intelligibility ta an Ineffably ehaotic series of 

events. 
1.. _ 

But if we examine Melech's narrative imperative more 

closely, we see that White's sense of what is at stake falls 

short a f the mark, for here the historieai si tua tIan is sa 

ext~~ that the narrator is drlven to seek something 

significantly more drastic than metaphorieai redress . ., 
, 

The strain under whieh the Jewish narrator labours IS 

\ 

exempl i fied ~n 'eleeh' s description 0 f the forces mili ta ting 

aaainst his at~mPt to chronicle the re?ent hlstory of the Jews: 
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1 hear from the neighbo ing tent the voices of the castrati 
and evoke images of th white-robed monsters who deprived 
them of race. l scan he tattooed arms ... and wonder 
whether it is in gemat ia that there lies the secret of 
their engrayure .... 1 talk,to children, and observe how 
it is that so Many of t m wear ... lockets that break 
open like cloven hearts to reveal the picture of father, or 
mother, or brother lost .... 1 conceive,the multitudinous 
portrait gallery ofcour people ... hang[ingJ pendent from 
the throats of little children .... Yet from aU of these 
studies and encounters 1 am not'able to make me a chart of 
whél. t actually happened; i t i s impossl bl e. (25) 

Staking out a stronghold in discourse, the Jewish narrator 18 

forced to'respond to the alarming paradox that it lS in actual 
fT 

fact and not in the recountlng of fact that Jewish existence haB 

been rendered MOSt nearly flctional. As the only remainlng source 

of' cultural contlnulty, 1t falls to the Jarrator not simply to 

re-tell but in fact to reconstruct, or to quote one of Klein' s \ 

favorlte puns, to 11terally "re-member" what has been 

dismembered. But while material circumstance compeis the Jewlsh 
~ 

narrator ta his task, It is equally his downfall; Inevitably, the 

narrator finds hlmself trapped between the physica~ urgency of 

the narrat\ve imperative on the one 'hand, and the onto1'Og"lcal \ 

limits of narrat1ve on the other. Because the issue of narrative 
) 

here lS not a matter of art but literally one of life and death, 
o 

the Jewish narrator seeks not simply a consoling metaphor but an 

" 
ontolog1cal reversaI that wlll somehow lend real status Lü hlS 

narratlve co~xt. Somehow the narrative must sus taIn eXIstence 

" 
until existence itself resumes. Uitimately, however, aIl the 

1 

narrator has on hand is language, and as Melech himself declarea, 
"). 

whether in the face of hope or hopelessness, the Jewish 

narra tor' s task i8 tha. t of fashioning "augh t from naugh t . 'f 

Let U!:l, (not; consider The Second Scroll in terms of' 

protagonist, narrator, and author, as each confronts his 

"" 
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historiographical\task, and consequently the tension between 

n"arrative imperatives on the one hand and narrative restraints on 

the other. 

Melech's central gesture as a narrator is his letter on 

see~ng the Sistine Chapel, whieh appears as Gloss Gimel of The 

Second Serall. It is here that he most strenuo0s1y tests the 

hypothesis that to forge one's own narrQt~ve is to be the master 

of one's destiny. If we eon~ider Meleeh's narrative strategy in 

this remarka~le letter, we see that on sever~l counts his 

reading, or more properly, his dramatie re-writ~ng of 

Ml~helangelo's narrative, eonstitutes a speetacularly defiant 

historiographieal gesture. Monsignor Piersant~ urges ~elech to 

Vlsit the Sistine Chapel because he believes that Miehelangelo's 

lmages will wordlessly win the c~nvers10n that he, despite his 

eloquence, has been unable to effect. P~ersanti believes that 

i"lelech will "be led from the Ol~ Testament seenes to the New 

Testament truths," that "Michelangelo's sense of order ... and, 
1> 

above aU, his sublimi ty" (42-43) will finally persuade Meleeh of 

the superiority of Catholieism. Unexpectedly, however, Meleeh 

replies by expressing his app~~iation not of the 1neffable 

sublime Piersanti believes any viewer of the eeiling must see, 
~ 

but rather of what he in fact sees, namely, 1neffable chaos. 

Thus seizing one of the most powerful documents of Chrlstian 

eivilization, the legendary Sistine Chapel, Meleeh is finally 

converter and not the converted, as he radieally transforms 

Miehelangelo's "paraëIe of the 'species, " into "a narrative of 

thlngs to come which came indeed the parable of my days. ,. t •• 

· J 

the 
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~ 

own life, and suggestively echoing his definition of the Jewish 

narrator's task tO'"compose backwards ... the book of our 

chronicle," Melech employs invers{on as the key element in l'fis 
"- . 

deliberate mis-reading of MichelanJelo. Most obviously, he reads 

the ceiling backwards, from the door to the altar rather thsn 

from the altar to the door, moving toward and not away from the 

images closest to the roots of the Old Test~ent. Additionally, 

he ignores aIl the New Testament materia~"Nowhere in his let ter 

[does] Uncle Melech advert to the scenes from the life of Christ" 

or to the portrayal of the Last Judgement appearlng behind the 

altar. Finally, Melech's emphasis throughoul hlS reading 18 

overwhelmingly on the phys1cal and not. the SpIrItual. In a 

vIolent inversion of Piersanti's belief that the universai truth 

conveyed by Michelangelo's images 1S that of Catholic dogma, and , 

thus refus1ng a dominant narrative WhlCh vaildates its 

conclusions by appeal to the transcendental beyon~he mat.erIal, 

Melech seeks, instead, to discover the grossly physical lYlng ., 
just beneath the surface pf Michelangelo's beautifül frescoes. 

1 
"One colour dominates this ceiling" Melech wr1 tes., "the colo\Jr of 

lIving sk1n; and behind the coagulation of paint flows the on~ 

uni versaI stream of everybody' s bl ood '1 (139). If one is 

tover~helmed by one's e~:rience of the Sistine Chapel, ~elech 

argues, i t is not by the abstract "whirlwind of forms," but by 

"the weighted animate corpus of humani ty" (136). For Melech 1 

Michelangelo's story i9 not, as it is for Piersanti, one of the 

sp1rit, but.manifestly one of blood and flesh. 
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Melech's strategy of inversion is clearly. at work, for 

example, in his unorthodox readings of tl)e nine,.-~ilntral panels of , 

the ceiling: 

the drunkenness of Noah he takes as a parabfe of murder, 
which is an ~ntoxication with blood; The Flood he considers 
a general allusion to his own time i in Noah 1 s Sacrifice he 
discovers a veil:d illustration of the slaughter of his 
generation' s innocents; and The Expulsion from Eden he 
ingeniously regards as havjng proleptic reference to the 
world' s refugees, set in flight 1 not by an angel, but by a 
double-headed serpent 0 (56-7) 

Crucial to an understanding of these readings is the fact that 

Melech's purpose here is not merely to substitute on~ closed 
J 

reading of history for another. RathFr, his purpose is dynamic: 

ta expose the on-going though obscured tension between a dominant 

and a submerged narrative, and henc~ to re-open what the dominant 

nt3.rrati ve has declared ta be a closed chapter of history. "In 

vain," Melech ~i tes, "did Buonarotti seek to confine himsel f to 

the hermeneutics of hlS age" (139). Recognizing ln 

Michelangelo's images not sirnply an ~expression, but an 

interpretation of history, Meleéh forcefully counters wjth an , 
herrneneutic of his own. 

~ 

This impulse ta employ narrative as a means of re-engaging 

rather than of obscuring h~torical confliet is mo~t drarnatically 
o l '. 

, ~ 

evident in Melech's response to Michelangelo's vision of the 

human form: 

Certainly 1 could not look ~~on those limbs, weIl fleshed 
and of the colour of health 0'0 without recalling to mind 
.•• other conglomerations of bodies the disjected members of 
which 1 had but recently beheld ••.. For as 1 regarded the 
fliihts of the athletes above me the. tint subcutaneous of 
well-being faded, the flesh dwindled, thê bones showed, and 
1 saw again the relictae of the camps, entire cairn~ of 
cadavers ••• a leg growing fr~ i ts owner' s neck, an arm 
extended fr~m 'another's shouldêr, wrist by jawbone, ear on 
ankle: the human form divine crippled, jackknifed, trussed, 
corded: Ireduced and broken down to its named bones, femur 
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and tibia and clavicle and ulna and thorax and pelvis and 
cranium. (140) 

The passage is remarkable on a number of counts, perhaps most of 
1 

aIl for its striking and grot~sque vitality. Although Melech is 

describing bodies in a mass grave, t~ passage is, nanetheless, 

driven byan obsessive sense of historical pracess; rather th an 

adopt an elegiac s~~~e, Melech facusses instead on the 

histarical unfinishedness of death. In Melech's v lSlon ,. 
.. 

the de ad 

are, in fact, living dead, "a leg growing from ~ts owner's neck, 

an arm extended from another's shoulder," their llves continuing 

though horribly disrupted and rearranged. Moreover, this 

grotesque vitality extends even to the very process af 

destruction. 
) 

"They would be like gods," Melech w.ri Les, "but 

since the ... touch of creation was not theirs, llke gods would 

they be in destructions" (141). Thus, displaying a sense of 

purpose and an attentiveness to anatomical detail matched by 
, 

Michelangelo alone, the forces of destruction leave behind 

"bundled ossuaries, " monuments comparable in historlcal magnilude 
-

to the Sistine Chapel itself~ The key revelation brought to 

li~elech's inverted narrative, however, is that of the 

impossibility of disentangling icons of civilizatian from 

chronicles af barbarlsm. Like the ignudl, who se feet dangle 

above the medallions depicting scenes of destru~tion, Pi~rsanll, 

with hiS sense of the transcendental sublime, cannat help but g~t 

caught up in "these wheels the ~olaur of dried blood" (137). 

From the moment Melech dissolves the bodles of the athletes into 

those of the relictae af the camps, the entire pa-lsage 'reflects 

thls violent convergence. Finally, having dua his way down to 

historieal bedrock, Melecb cornes up with lime, the single element 

", 
., 
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essential to both the production of frescoes and the efficient 

management of a mass grave, and "bulldozes" civilization and 

barbarism together "into [the] sistine limepit" (140) ,1 , 

Exposing the underb~lly of Michelangelo's visi~lech has 

turned his marginality to advantage. Not simply illuminating, 

but re-engaging in conflict with Piersanti's view of history, 

Melech has demonstr~ted the effectiveness of narrative as an 

historiographical weapon. There is no centre, Melech teaches us, 

no transcendent vision, which has not relegated something to the 

margins. However, in uncovering the transgressions obscured by 

the dominant narrative, Melech has, as Scholem had predicted, 

simultaneously exposed his own powerlessness. For while Melech's 

strategy of inversion has been highly effective ln recovéring 

what had been so wrongfully buried, it is substantially less 

effective in resuscitating the dead. 

Drawing his mis-reading of the ceiling's central panels 

toward i ts close, Melech turns h~s attention to the "Creation of 

Adam. " ~ so doing, he suddenly finds ~imself confronted by more 

than just ~ne of Michelangelo's most renowned images. Inverting 

the creation of man, Melech approaches anti-Genesis, the 

destruction of creativity itself: 

He dared not transliterate it, Michelangelo, he dared not 
". 

point the burden/,of his charge. But l read lt plain and 
,spell i t out--sl.f.9'mation and grand indictment--the 
unspeakable nefas--deicide. (146) 

But havini reached this, the climax of his argument, after laying 

out his allegations "corpse upon accusing corpse" (57), Melech, 
.) 

without warning, suddenly backs away from his own materialist 
'" 

1 See Spiro, 168 
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premises. Playing on the notion that human beings share in the 

divinity of God, Melech now argues that murder is impossible 

since the killing of a man would therefore be deicide, a crime 

"possible only in its attempt, not in its perpetration" (147). 

The f~mulation is so neat and alluring that it can only be met 

with the deepest suspicion; in terms of Melech's strategy of 

narrative inversion, surely this is the most backward gesture of 

aIL. Who better than Melech, as both a survivor and documentor 

of the camps, knows how false such claims can be? Has not his 

entire purpose been the refutation of such arguments? Why, at 

the climax of his narrative has Melech retreated lnto the 

specious 10glC of this absurd syllogism?2 

As Zailig Pollopk has explained, the phrase "unspeakable 

• nefas" is "an etymological pun for the L~tin word nefBs, meanin~ 

an impious or wicked deed, [which] originally m~ant thal which 
\..... 

could not be spoken" (Pollock, "Gloss" 36). In other words, 

Melech here justifies bis syllogistic clalm for the imposslbillty 

of murder by likening it to ineffability, a consept which, in its 

centrality to Kabbalistic doctrine, give~ him access to mystical 

redemption: 

Though bloody coursed the red and orange fevered bright, 
though the pus yellow yeasted, the gangrene green and the 
smitings waxed bruise-blue contused to indigo and the 
virulent violet, violet waned, ~the indigo fled, the velns 
throbbed azure, and green was the world once more and golden 
high sanguinary, and the body ruddy with health. The 
remnant would be whole again. And that this would come and 

) 

in this wise com~ichelangelo signifled it,- writing on a 
ceiling his seven-sealed token ADAM PALSYN ZAHAV YEREQ KOHL 

2 My view of this syllogism as cruciat to Melech'e narratIve 
strategy is indebted to the argument set forth by Zailig Pollock 
in his article ~The My th of Exile and Redemption in 'Gloss 
Gimel, ,.. Studies in Canadian Li tera ture 4.1 (1979); 26-42. 
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But while the notion of ineffability is th~s what allows Melech 

to derive ~aning from chaos, it is equally what alerts us to his 

inevitable unhappy fate. In narrating the recent history of the 

Jews, Melech has pushed language to its limits, and it is 

preclsely in his leap from hlstory to faith that we see the 

Jewish narrator trapped between his nafrative imperative on the 

one hand and the ontological limits of narrative on the other. 

While Melech c~imaxes his reading of Michelangelo by claiming to 

spell out plainly what the painter had not the courage to utter, 

absurdly, it is a pun on ineff~billty which is the substance of 
• 

hlS declaratl0n. lronically, what Melech actually exposes is the 

fact that the redemptive narrative he offers balances 
, ') 

precariously on wha~ is equally a spiritual and a discur6ive act 

of faith. 

But is this a sign of failure? Or has Melech's narrative, 

to sorne degree, actually served a redemptive function in Jewish 

society? Whatever the nature of Melech's narrative legacy'it is 

obviously highly charged, for it is with the banishment, the 

enforced ineffability of Melech's name, that The Second Scrol1's 

second narratlve, that of Melech's nephew, begins. 

From the novel's opening sentence, it is clear that the bond 

between Melech and his nephew depends less on the fact of their 

blood relation than on their shared role as chroniclers of Jewish 

history. Klein chooses to open his narrative sharply focussed not 

on individuals, but on the role of discourse in the characters' 

personal histories and in. their relationship to one another. 

Although Melech and his nephew ~ave never met, they parxicipate 
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in an intimate relationship based entirely in laniuage. It is 

Melech, the prodigy of Ratno, whose reputation inspires the boy 

at his lessons;_Melech, the apostate, whose name is deemed 

unutterable in the boy's home; and Melech, the Bolshevik 

inteltectual, whose revolutionary activit1es have become the 

stuff of rumour, and with whom the nephew affects a secret 

reconciliation through one of his uncle's publ1cat1ons. While 

the nephew has a narrative mission in his own right--to compile 

an anthology -of Hebrew poetry that will express the,\.ethos of the 

1 

newly founded state of Israel--it is Melech's narrative that 
) 

shapes and informs his own. It lS through Melech's letters, 

through the vicarious experience of European hist0ry as both) 

subject and chronicler, that the'\ephew fulfills his archety~,. 
obli~ation to wander fir~t in the desert before entering into 

Palestlne. 

While ,"the distance between incognito uncle and nephew unmet 

disappear[s)" over the course of ·the novel, the narrative 

family resemblance becoming increasingly apparent, it is only in 

Casablanca, the last stop before Palestine, that the nephew is 

finally drawn into a symbolic re-enactment of his uncle's 

narrat1ve experience. Arriving at the offices of the J01nt 

Distribution Committee where he expects to find his un&le, the 

nephew's enquir1es are met w1th SUspic10n. Melech, he lS 

~ 
informed, has been "expulsed" from the region for oritanizing the 

fil 
beggars of the mellah, the Jewish ghetto. In Rome, the nephew 

contents· himself with evidence of his uncle's experience through ". 

the Sistine Chapel letter. Here, he moves one s~ep closer by 

literally tracing his uncle's descent into th; mir~ of 

/ 
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Casablanca. ~It will be "Le mellah des mellahs!" (71) the nephew 

is wa~ed~he ghetto of .;1 ghettos. 

M~ from the in~oxicating fragrance of the city ta the 

putrescence of the ghetto, the nephew relives his uncle's 

dis-illusioned exp!rience of a Renaissance masterpiece . 

... by ... [a] frenzy of hands" at every turn, the sec'ond 

"Beset 

narrator ia assaulted not by the f~limity of the Sistine Chapel 

but by the undisguis~d anguiah of Dante's Inferno (74). If 

Melech'~ task was the unmasking of a dominant narrative, his 

nephew's task is ta somehow make his way through the freshly 

~ unburied carnage. 

Llke Melech's passage into the "new world" of the Slstine 

Chapel along "the long umbi lical cord of corridors" (136), the 

nephew too marks the beginning of his experience with a birth 

metaphor. But here, in a world entlrely stripped of its 

illusions, even the act of birth ls fouled by a sense of 

corruption: 

We entered, we slid into the mellah; literally: for the 
narrow lane which gape~ through the gateway at'the clean 
world was thick with offal and slime and the oozing of 
manifold sun-stirred putrescences (73). 

Here. it is not the oppressive narrative of another the narrator 

sees, but the full-blown assault, of history itself. "In a 

moment," he writes, "we knew the twentieth century had forsaken 

us t and we were descending into the s ixteent'h, the fi fteenth, 

twelfth, eleventh centuries If, (73). Melech' s "whirIwind of forms" 

is irotesquely animated in the mellah, the chaotic vitality of 

the Sistine limepit parading through the streets: 

Everywhere poverty wore its hundred costumes tatters of red 
and tatters of yellow, rags shredded,and rags pieced; a 
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raiment of patches makeshifts and holes through which the 
nak~d skin showed,' a kind of human badge. (73-4) 

The colours of blood and skin, the "reality" of Melech's 

narrative, here beeome the steneh of rotting flesh, of f1Sh heads 
. 

and raneid meat, of donkeys and open sewage. Not the "Ioleighted 

animate corpus of humanity" but the smell of c1vilization in-an 

advaneed state of decay now binds the narrator to his situation, 

assuring him that although the mellah is uhimaginable, it ls al~o 

undeniably real. Eventually, the smell leave; the nephew ~ 
state of aeute nausea ~hieh, ironieally, in this situation marks 

somethirrg of an epiphany, for it is while trY1ng de~perately to 

quell his urge to vomit that the narrator learns he iB following 

in his u~cle's footsteps. "You remind me very mueh of the las t 

man 1 guided through the mellah," the chauffeur tells him. "He 

too was nauseated." Unaware of the h1dden weight of the remark, 

he casually adds, othe aetually rejected" (?O). Thus the two 

narrators are bound together in their shared.revuls1on as they 
- _.J 

both physically and metaphorically reject the oppression -of the 
, ~ 

mellah. But-how does the nephew's experience in Casablanca 

affec~ his narrative mission? And what does the ~rrative 
, 

relatiopship between uncle and nephew finally me an ln terms of 

both cultural and narrative continuity? 

In his role as questing anthologist, the nephew approaches 

his task in what appears to be a perfectly logical fashion . 
.., 

Surveying the poets assoeiatea with various aspects of the newly 

formed Jewish state, he system-atically searches for the 

quintesgential Hebrew voiee. He i9, however, continually 

disappointed as neither the fierce nationalism of the Sabra poets 

nor the absurd idealism of the poet of Tiberias, nor ânything in '~ 
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" betwE!en, seems 'truly ta express the ethos of Israel. Finally, , 

the nephew does find what he has bee~ looking for, where it Is 

entirely unexpected: 

It was after 1 had returned from Tiberias to Tel Aviv ta . 
attend a literary soiree •.. [thatJ the creative activity, 
archtypical, all-embracing, that hitherto 1 had sought in 
vain, at last manifested itself. Not at the soire~. In the 
streets, in the shops, e~erywher.e about me. 1 had ~ooked 
but I had not seen. It was.. aIl there aIl the time--the 
fashioning folk, anonymous ~ unobserved, creating word by 

'word, phrase by phrase, the total work that when completed 
would stand as epic revealed! (106-7) 

Specifically, what he discovers is not poetry per se, but a use 

of language in everyday life,which attests more indisp~tably than 
• J 

poetry ever could to the vital i ty of ." the shaping Hebrew 

imagination" (107): 

An insurance company ... 1 obs€rved .•. called itself Sneh-
after Moses' burning bush, which had burned and bur~ed but 
had not been consumed .... a dry-cleaner called his firm 
Kesheth, the rainbow, symbol of cessation of floods •.• 
There were dozens, there were hundreds of instances of such 
metamorphosis and rejuvenatlon. Nameless authorship 
flourished in the streets. (107-8) 

Nameless authorship indeed, for it seems that the meaning of 

Melech's perpetu~ indeterminate identity is, at last, made 

clear. Evidently, it is only ln the transfer of narrative 

responsi~ility from the designated narrator to society at l.rge, 

to the "merchants, tradesmen [and] day laborers" (107) that the 

quest for the narra~ive messiah is fulfilled. Ultimately, it is 

not a poet Iaureate but ~he thriving anonymoui ubiquity of 

everyday discourse that redeem~ Melech's unhappy chronicle. The 

sustaining illusion of existence is now dispensable, for , 
existence itself has resu~ed. 
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While the second narrative thus appears to be an improvemen~ 

on the first in that the optimism lt expresses is viable in 

ordinary so~al circumstances and not only in a mystical realm, 

it may, for several reasons, be as worthy of skepticism as , 
J 

Meleèh's Sistine Chapel letter. What Klein appears to be 
. 

celebrating through the revelation of the second narrator is,~·tu 

return taO Scholem' s suggestive formulati'on, the movement of the 

Jewish people back onto the plane of world hlstory, a movement 

symbolized by the renewed viability of Hebrew as the language pf 

everyday discourse. ~~best, this conclusion may be seeri'ns a 

validation of the ideal of the ,~oet-state~man that Kleln had 

envisioned in his early essays on Herzl and Bialik and to which 

he had remained doggédly faithful over the intervening years. In 

achieving a balance between politics and art, one achieves a 

viability which recognizes the role of narrative in the mal~ing of 

historical circumstance. From this perspective, th~ conclusion 

of the, nephew' s narrative quast is" a celebration of the trium,ph 

of democracy over tyranny evident iA the democratization of 

discourse. Viewed more skeptically, however, the nephew's 
.... 

revelation, like Melech's historiographical radicalism, may be 
• 

just another fashioning of aught from naught. One has only to 

consider the circumstances surrounding the writing of The Second 

~ Soroll to see that the narrative demoeracy Klein was promoting " 

was, in his own life, virtually unsustainable and thus a constant , 

source of discburagement aqd despal~. For aIl its carefully 

wrought optimism, "The Seoond Scroll was the last major work Kleln -, ~ 

published ,before his life as an artist came ta its sudden and 
, , 

tragic end. 

.) 
.1 

, 
1 
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Klein's abhorrence of élitism led him in"constant pursuit af' 

true democracy whether in the political or the artistic~realm. 

Unfortunately, what this often~a~ounted to, ~n practice, was a 

pandering to commerce or to the public taste. neither of which 
~ 

recognlzed the notion of artlstlc integrity or even shared a 

sense of Klein's democratic Ideals. While it is with a heartfelt 

optimlsm that the nephew finds his poetry ia the Hebrew of 

everyday life, there is something~qUeer and unsettling about the 

triumphant revelation of an hist" ricai eplc manifesting itself in 

the advertising of an insura agency and à dry cleaner. 
) 

A late' essay enti tled "The' Usurper," wri tten in 1949, 

roughly contemporary Wl th The Second Seroll F takes up the 

nephew's theme in rather a darker mood. 3 _~aring such a strong 
"," 

r~semblance to "Portrai t of the Poet as Landscape" th5t i t i5 

virtually a prose renderi~g of the poem, "The Usurper," like so 

much of wha t Kle in wrote, bi t ter ly lamen ts the poet' s' fa te. The 

essay opens with a cynical appraisai of the modernism of the 

Iittle magazines, the "rebellions which overthrew nobody but 

their authors" (195). "The poet is no more," the littie 

magazines say; as in "Portrai t of the Poet as Landscape," "He has 

[simply] vanished from our society"- (195). Once the poet' s 

whereabouts are revealed, how.ever, aIl i5 self-evldence and 

cliché: "the vanished poet [lSJ now in an advertising agency"; 
l" 

the poet has become ar "copywri ter" (196).· The poet turned 

copywriter obviously corresponds to the false poets of "Portrait 

of the Poet as Landscape," the panderers who "own, / of their 
'Ii 

qandled brightness, only the paint and board." But while Klein 
" . 

l See LER 195-97'. 
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seems to have regarded these poets with pit y, his indignation i8 

now fully unleashed. Here the poet turned oopywriter i9 not 

merely pathetic but thoroughly depraved; he is a "debaucher of 

words, " a "prostitute," and a "usurper." Interestingly, here, as 

in The Second Seroll, the concept of anonymity is ~ey. 

Throughout the novel KleIn makes a vlrtue of anonymity, 

valorizing it as essential to the hlgh ideals of hlS narrative 

quest. Here, unfartunately, these high Ideals are crudely 

exploited by those who use their authorial anonymity to escape 

answerability to the publio. 

Sadly, the issue of anonymity brings us back, in yel another 

sense, to The Second Seroll. Thiere remains, after aIl, one "final 

narrative to be considered, that of the author.hîmself. l t i8 a 

t h · h d' l j.. f' cr narra Ive W 10 ISp ays a trag~c anonymlty 0 ItS own. 
-;.' .;. ... 

As a journalist and committeq spokesman fo'r Zionism, m~ch of 

.. Kle in' s 'career was consumed by the very hi s tory tha L f 1 nal}y 

comprised the substance of The Second Seroll. The novel, in 

fact, g'rew directly out of a fact-finding mlssi~Klein undertook 

to Israel i~ 1949, first appearing embryonically as "Notebook of 

,a Journey" in serialize~ in the Canadl'an Jewlsh Chroniclé'.4 

Yet ln addressing this material as a novellsJ, Klein renders 

himself disturbingly invisible, ln spite of the novel's many 

autobiographièal elements. It is through the novel's 

deliberately complex structure that the presence of the author is 
t' 

most str~ngly felt. However, KleIn effectively relinquishes his 

claim to authorial space by attributing text, gI9sses, and even . 

footnotes ta Melech's nephew, the narrator. The.only part of the 

4 Bee "Ndtebook of a Journey't in Beyond Sambation 340-83. 
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text to which the author lays claim are the epigraphs, one from 

Levi Yitschak, the legendary Rabbi of Berdichev, the other from 
, 

Milton, which o~en The Seoond Soroll. Evidently! there ~as 

something in Kleln's sense of the narrator's role which prevented 

him from responding, as a novelist, to the history -to ~hich he 

had been sq obsessively responsive as a journalist and public 
a 

figure. At the moment when Klein was, at last, in a position to 

embody his own ideal of the JPoet sta tesman, he chose instead to 

embody authorial anonymity in a resigned and voiuntarily 

marginalized way. 

At this point, it will come as no surprise that The Second 

Seroll has not one but two epigraphs, and even less of a surprise 

that they stand in dialectical opposition to one another. The 

epig~aph from Levi Yiischak endorses a visl0n-of narrative as 

authorial anonymi ty in- i bs-- MOst optimistic form: 
'>11 

'Tis a Thou-song'! will sing Thee--' 
Thou .•• Thou ..• Thou ..• Thou •.. 
0, where shall l find Thee? And where art Thou not 

to be found? 
Wherever l fare -- Thou! 
Or here, or there -r Thou! "-
Only Thou! None but Thou! Again, Thou! And 'Btill, 

Thou! . ' 
The epigraph from Milton, however, effectively'Àegates this 

\. 

optimistic view: 

--1. And ask a Talmudist what ails the 
modesty of his marginal Keri that Moses 
and aIl the prophets cannot persuade him 
to pronounce th~ textual Chetive 
r 

Throuah this epigr~ph, Klein himself acknowl~dges the 

hopele8sness of the narrative endeavourj "The Chetiv (that which 
. - . 

is written)," he admits, "i$ not often identical with the Keri 

(that which i8 read)" (qtd. in Mayne,> "Symposium" 13). 
• < 

Thus, 
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having glossed the title page of his only novel with an epiaraph 

on narrative futility, Klein, like Milton's Talmudist, could not 

be persuaded to speak again. 

If we return now to the closing moments of The Second Scroll 

we see, in the' image of the nephew sta\tding by his uncle 1 s grave 1 

not just two but aIl three narrator~ re-united in the tragedy of 

Melech's violent death. If ther,lis any consolation to be had, 

it is the consolation of intoning the prayer for the dead and 

providing a decent burial for Melech, ~or Melech's cou~geous 

narrative, and for the tradition to which they both are tied. 

Whether we consider the task of the Jewish narrator wlthin the 

confines of this novel, or in the eqùally trtgic circumstances of 

Klein' s l ife, the narrator is' cent~al only in m01ntB of crisi s. 

Otherwise, he livçs inside the margins. Tje narrat~ve is ~ 
wrltten, the narrator consumed . 

. 
/ 

.. 

1. 
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